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D.7 Segment B/C Least Harm 
Analysis 

D.7.1 Introduction to Least Harm Analysis 
As discussed in Section D.6.1.3, as there is no prudent 
and feasible alternative to avoid the Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, pursuant to 23 CFR 774.3(c), a Least Harm 
analysis is provided here. As concluded in Section D.6, 
since alternatives from Segments B and C are not 
independent, and selecting an alternative in one of these 
segments would affect the range of alternatives in the 
other, these two segments cannot be reviewed 
separately, as other segments can. Therefore, Segments B 
and C are treated together and alternatives within these 
segments are combined for purposes of this least harm 
analysis. A project “alternative” as defined in his 
analysis may consist of an individual alternative within 
either Segment B or Segment C, or a combined Segment 
B and Segment C alternative such as Preferred Alternatives 
C9T-B2M and C11A-B2M. 

D.7.2 Range of Segment B and C 
Alternatives 
The range of feasible and prudent alternatives in 
Segments B and C consists of the complete set of possible 
combinations of the feasible and prudent Segment C 
alternatives with the set of feasible and prudent Segment 
B alternatives. There are a few alternatives that are not 
analyzed as combinations in the East Link Final EIS 
because their impacts are covered by other alternative 
combinations. However, all possible combinations are 
analyzed here with additional combinations, including 
those that are based upon the Preferred Alternatives C11A 
and C9T alternatives that connect with Alternatives B2A 
and B2E. This results in 35 B-C combination alternatives 
that must be considered, as illustrated in Exhibit D-25 
and listed in Table D-7. 

D.7.3 Outline of Analysis of Least Harm as 
Required by FTA Regulations 
In Segments B and C, there is no prudent and feasible 
alternative that avoids any use of Section 4(f) resources. 
Therefore, pursuant to 23 CFR 774.3(c), the FTA may 
approve only the alternative that causes the “least overall 
harm” in light of the purposes of Section 4(f). The 
regulations require that determining which alternative 
causes the least overall harm be based upon an 
assessment and balancing of seven factors: 

1. The ability of the alternative to mitigate adverse impacts 
to each Section 4(f) property (including any measures 
that result in benefits to the property) 

2. The relative severity of the remaining harm, after 
mitigation, to the protected activities, attributes, or 
features that quality each Section 4(f) property for 
protection 

3. The relative significance of each Section 4(f) property 
4. The views of the official(s) with jurisdiction over each 

Section 4(f) property  
5. The degree to which each alternative meets the purpose 

and need for the project 
6. After reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any 

adverse impacts to resources not protected by Section 
4(f) 

7. Substantial differences in costs among the alternatives 

There are five resources that have a Section 4(f) use and 
must be considered in this least harm analysis: Mercer 
Slough Nature Park, Surrey Downs Park, NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks, McCormick Park, and the Winters House. All five 
resources are considered under each of the seven 
balancing factors below. 

D.7.4 Factor 1: The Ability of the 
Alternative to Mitigate Adverse Impacts 
to Each Section 4(f) Property (including 
any measures that result in benefits to 
the property) 
This factor requires an analysis of how the effects of each 
alternative can be mitigated for each of the five Section 
4(f) resources. Table D-8 summarizes the impacts that 
would occur and mitigation measures that have been 
proposed as a result of consultation with the appropriate 
resource managers, including the City of Bellevue and 
Washington State DAHP; the proposed mitigation is 
further discussed below by resource. Almost all effects 
on Section 4(f) resources can be mitigated, and some 
alternatives would result in a net benefit to the resource 
after mitigation.  

In addition to the ability to mitigate effects on Section 
4(f) resources, several alternatives along Main Street in 
Downtown Bellevue could help facilitate the creation of a 
vegetated open green space that might support the City 
of Bellevue’s park plan  to create a buffer along Main 
Street for the Surrey Downs Neighborhood (City of 
Bellevue, 2010). This benefit would result from 
Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, 
C11A-B7, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C9T-B7, 
C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C2T-B7, 
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EXHIBIT D-25 
Range of Segment B-C Alternatives 
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TABLE D-7 
Range of Alternatives Evaluated under the Least Harm Analysis 

No. 
Segment C Alternatives Connection with Segment B Alternatives Nomenclature for the 

Least Harm Analysis 

1 

108th NE At-Grade Alternative (C11A)  

112th SE Modified Alternative (B2M) to C11A C11A-B2M 

2 112th SE At-Grade Alternative (B2A) C11A-B2A 

3 112th SE Elevated Alternative (B2E) C11A-B2E 

4 112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C11A-B3 

5 BNSF Alternative (B7) C11A-B7 

6 

110th NE Tunnel Alternative (C9T) 

112th SE Modified Alternative (B2M) to C9T  C9T-B2M 

7 112th SE At-Grade Alternative (B2A) C9T-B2A 

8 112th SE Elevated Alternative (B2E) C9T-B2E 

9 112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C9T-B3 

10 BNSF Alternative (B7) C9T-B7 

11 Bellevue Way Tunnel Alternative (C1T) Bellevue Way Alternative (B1) C1T-B1 

12 

112th SE At-Grade Alternative (C2T) 

112th SE At-Grade Alternative (B2A) C2T-B2A 

13 112th SE Elevated Alternative (B2E) C2T-B2E 

14 112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C2T-B3 

15 BNSF Alternative (B7) C2T-B7 

16 

108th NE Tunnel Alternative (C3T) 

112th SE At-Grade Alternative (B2A) C3T-B2A 

17 112th SE Elevated Alternative (B2E) C3T-B2E 

18 112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C3T-B3 

19 BNSF Alternative (B7) C3T-B7 

20 

Couplet Alternative (C4A) 

112th SE At-Grade Alternative (B2A) C4A-B2A 

21 112th SE Elevated Alternative (B2E) C4A-B2E 

22 112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C4A-B3 

23 BNSF Alternative (B7) C4A-B7 

24 

112th NE Elevated Alternative (C7E) 

112th SE At-Grade Alternative (B2A) C7E-B2A 

25 112th SE Elevated Alternative (B2E) C7E-B2E 

26 112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C7E-B3 

27 BNSF Alternative (B7) C7E-B7 

28 
110th NE Elevated Alternative (C8E) 

112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C8E-B3 

29 BNSF Alternative (B7) C8E-B7 

30 

110th NE At-Grade Alternative (C9A) 

112th SE At-Grade Alternative (B2A) C9A-B2A 

31 112th SE Elevated Alternative (B2E) C9A-B2E 

32 112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C9A-B3 

33 BNSF Alternative (B7) C9A-B7 

34 
114th NE Elevated Alternative (C14E) 

112th SE Bypass Alternative (B3) C14E-B3 

35 BNSF Alternative (B7) C14E-B7 
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C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-
B3, C4A-B7, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, and C9A-
B7. The net impact or benefit for each alternative is 
discussed under Factor 2 and summarized in 
Table D-8. 

D.7.4.1 Mercer Slough Nature Park 
All Segment B and C alternatives would impact the 
Mercer Slough Nature Park. Permanent acquisition of 
park land varies, but all alternatives remove less than 
one percent of the park land area before mitigation. 
Those alternatives that are along Bellevue Way have 
common effects and mitigation measures. Only 
Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would 
temporarily close or redirect park uses along Bellevue 
Way to different points or different parking locations 
and consolidated trail heads. To the extent possible, 
activities at the Winters House would be relocated to 
mitigate the temporary closure of the Winters House 
during construction. Other alternatives along Bellevue 
Way (Alternatives C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, 
C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C1-B1, C2T-B2A, C2T-
B2E, C2T-B3, C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C4A-B2A, 
C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C7E-B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, C8E-
B3, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3 and C14E-B3) would 
not result in these impacts. 

Land used for the project along the park’s west edge 
provides facilities for active park functions consisting 
of a retail outlet for the blueberry farm, Winters House 
(used for events and Eastside Heritage Center and 
City of Bellevue offices), Sweylocken boat ramp to 
access Mercer Slough, parking for these uses and for 
access points to some of the park trails. While located 
within the park, many of those facilities that would be 
most affected along the west side of Mercer Slough 
Nature Park are not core park functions, (such) as a 
quiet nature park. Any park functions that would have 
to be modified during construction (trails, park 
roadway, and parking) would be replaced following 
construction.  

The active uses are not upholding the primary park 
objectives as discussed later in Factor 3. According to 
the Mercer Slough Open Space Master Plan (City of 
Bellevue, 1990) one of the top objectives is to 
“maintain and enhance extensive wetland wildlife 
habitat.” Those alternatives (Alternatives C11A-B2M, 
C1T-B1, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C9T-B2M, 
C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C2T-B2A, C2T-B2E, C2T-
B3, C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, 
C4A-B3, C7E-B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, C8E-B3, C9A-
B2A, C9A-B2E,  C9A-B3, and C14E-B3) along Bellevue 
Way would permanently remove areas on the west 
edge of the park, adjacent to Bellevue Way (a busy 
four-lane arterial lane) where the active uses are 

concentrated. These alternatives affect wetland buffer 
areas but only less than 0.5 acre of actual wetlands 
within Mercer Slough Nature Park.  

Those alternatives that cross over the mouth of Mercer 
Slough north of, and adjacent to, the Mountains-to-
Sound Trail and I-90 (Alternatives C11A-B7, C9T-B7, 
C2T-B7, C3T-B7, C4A-B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, C9A-B7, 
and C14E-B7) would permanently affect natural 
wetlands and several wetland mitigation sites. 
Temporary impacts caused by those alternatives that 
parallel I-90 (Alternatives C11A-B7, C9T-B7, C2T-B7, 
C3T-B7, C4A-B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, C9A-B7, and C14E-
B7) would be minimized through construction 
techniques such as possibly building a trestle over the 
parks’ key natural features (wetland and stream 
areas); using a gantry crane, or other measures. 
Further, vegetation would be replanted to fully 
mitigate construction impacts on natural areas. During 
construction and subsequent restoration and 
mitigation period, wetlands functions would be lost 
for wetlands affected by alternatives connecting with 
Alternative B7 as listed above.  

Impacts caused by Alternatives C11A-B2M, C1T-B1, 
C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, 
C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C2T-B2A, C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C3T-
B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, 
C7E-B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, C8E-B3, C9A-B2A, C9A-
B2E, and C9A-B3 would be mitigated by acquiring 
replacement lands (up to 3 acres) with a natural 
wetland character. 

These proposed replacement lands would support 
core park functions better than the existing active 
areas along the park’s western edge and would 
generally be more consistent with the park objectives 
than the lands that would be displaced by the project. 
Because the amount of replacement land for these 
alternatives varies, the net improvement to the park 
would vary with the amount of replacement lands 
needed. Lands used from connections from those 
alternatives that include alternatives with Alternative 
B7 (Alternatives C11A-B7, C9T-B7, C2T-B7, C3T-B7, 
C4A-B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, C9A-B7 and C14E-B7) 
would be replaced with similar areas as the impacted 
land for no net change in type of use.  

Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would result in 
consolidating access points and rebuilding facilities 
(trails, trail heads, access roads, and parking). 
Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would require 
consolidating two vehicle access points. Alternatives 
C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would not adversely affect 
Bellevue’s planned T-100 trail head at the 112th 
Avenue SE and Bellevue Way intersection, but they 
would require that two trailheads be consolidated at  
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TABLE D-8  
Impacts and Mitigation by Section 4(f) Resourcea 

Facility Impact  Mitigation 
Associated 
Alternative 

Parks 

Segment B 

Mercer 
Slough 
Nature 
Park 

 

Permanent: 

Up to 3.0 acres converted 
to light rail use (a portion of 
which is aerial easement) 
Vehicular access to 
Sweylocken boat ramp 
modified right-in/right-out 

Trails relocated 
Vehicular access to Winters 
House and blueberry farm 
combined 
Temporary: 

3.6 acres disturbed 
Construction impactsa 

Parking at Winters House 
and blueberry farm closed 

Winters House and 
blueberry farm retail closed 

Trails and access points 
closed 

Permanent: 

 Acquire replacement land pursuant to Washington State RCO and Section 6(f) 
requirements that would be consistent with the natural character of the park.  
 Have an option to preserve existing vehicle access to Sweylocken boat ramp. 
Temporary: 

 Provide financial compensation for temporary use of land as agreed to with the 
City. 
 Restore temporarily disturbed areas to existing conditions. 
 Provide temporary parking for users off Bellevue Way and south of the park-and-

ride or as agreed to with the City. 
 Relocate blueberry farm retail use during construction.  

 Maintain blueberry farm operations. 
 Relocate Eastside Heritage Center during construction. 
 Maintain access or provide detours for trails, and maintain access to Sweylocken 

boat ramp. 

C11A-B2M 
and 9T-B2M 

Permanent: 

0.5 to 1.7 acres converted 
(includes aerial easements) 
Temporary: 

1.6 to 2.6 acres disturbed 
Construction impactsb 
Certain trail access points 
closed 

Access to boat launch 
revised (Alternative B1 
only) 

Permanent: 

 Acquire replacement land pursuant to Washington State RCO and Section 6(f) 
requirements or provide financial compensation as agreed with the City. 

Temporary: 

 Provide financial compensation for temporary use of land as agreed to with the 
City. 

 Restore temporarily disturbed areas to existing conditions. 
 Maintain access or provide detours for trails, and maintain access to Winters 

House, blueberry farm, and boat launch where affected as agreed to with the City.
 Provide new signal for full access to boat launch (Alternative B1 only). 

All other 
Segment B 
and C 
alternatives 

Segment C 

Surrey 
Downs 
Park 

Permanent: 

0.5 acre acquired 

North access to park 
eliminated; south access 
changed to right-in/right-out 
only 
Temporary: 

0.6 acre disturbed 

Access restricted 

Construction impacts b 

Permanent: 

 Replace impacted acreage with the acquired properties north of the park along 
112th Avenue SE and provide landscaping. 
 Design treatments of the retaining wall and fence along 112th Avenue SE in 

consultation with the City. 
 Design and construct a U-turn on 112th Avenue SE at SE 8th Street. Prepare 

conceptual layout for two northbound-to-southbound U-turn options – one at SE 
6th Street and one at Main Street – to accommodate those coming from the south 
who would want to turn left into the park; the City and Sound Transit would pick 
one that Sound Transit would design and construct. 
 Coordinate with the City of Bellevue and community to revise the Surrey Downs 

Park Master Plan to address the impacted area. 
Temporary: 

 Provide financial compensation for temporary use of land as agreed with the City. 
 Restore the temporarily disturbed area with landscaping in accordance with the 

Surrey Downs Master Park Plan. 
 Maintain overall access to the park by providing trail and sidewalk connectivity 

through detours in coordination with the City.  
 Maintain public parking and access for scheduled baseball/soccer fields (spring, 

late summer, and fall)  

 Provide a barrier or fence adjacent to the main construction area. 
 Improve south driveway to increase traffic flow prior to closure of the north 

driveway. 

C11A-B2M 
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TABLE D-8 CONTINUED 
Impacts and Mitigation by Section 4(f) Resourcea 

Facility Impact  Mitigation 
Associated 
Alternative 

Surrey 
Downs 
Park 
contd. 

Permanent: 

0.5 acre acquired 
Temporary: 

0.5 acre disturbed 
Construction impacts b 

Permanent: 

 Replace impacted acreage with the acquired properties north of the park along 
112th Avenue SE and provide landscaping. 
 Design treatments of the retaining wall and fence along realigned SE 4th Street in 

consultation with the City. 
  Coordinate with the City of Bellevue and community to revise the Surrey Downs 

Park Master Plan to address the impacted area. 
Temporary: 

 Provide financial compensation for temporary use of land as agreed with the City. 
 Restore the temporarily disturbed area with landscaping in accordance with the 

Surrey Downs Master Park Plan. 
 Maintain overall access to the park by providing trail and sidewalk connectivity 

through detours in coordination with the City.  
 Maintain public parking and access for scheduled baseball/soccer fields (spring, 

late summer, and fall) 
 Provide a barrier or fence adjacent to the main construction area. 
 Improve south driveway to increase traffic flow prior to closure of the north 

driveway. 

C9T-B2M 

Permanent: 

Less than 0.1 to 0.5 acre 
acquired 
Temporary: 

5.7 acres disturbed 
(Alternatives C2T and 
C3T from Alternative B2A 
only) 

0.1 to 0.4 acre disturbed 
(Alternatives C4A, C7E, 
and C9A from Alternative 
B2A only) 

Construction impacts b 

Permanent: 

 Provide financial compensation or replacement land as agreed with the City. 
Temporary (Alternatives C2T and C3T from Alternative B2A): 

 Provide financial compensation for use of land as agreed with the City.  

 Restore landscape after construction to existing conditions or as agreed to with 
the City. Maintain overall access to the park by providing trail and sidewalk 
connectivity through detours in coordination with the City.  
 Maintain public access and parking for scheduled baseball/soccer fields (spring, 

late summer, and fall) 
 Provide a barrier or fence adjacent to the main construction area. 
Temporary (Alternatives C4A, C7E, and C9A from Alternative B2A only): 

 Provide financial compensation for the temporary use of land as agreed with the 
City.  
 Restore temporarily disturbed park area to existing conditions. 

C4A-B2A, 
C3T-B2A, 
C2T-B2A, 
C7E-B2A, 
and C9A-B2A 

NE 2nd 
Pocket 
Parks 

Permanent: 

0.1 acre acquired 
Temporary: 

0.3 acre disturbed, 
partially closed 

Construction impacts b 

Permanent: 

 One, or a combination of, the following, as agreed to with the City: 

 Provide financial compensation as agreed to with the City. 

 Provide replacement land with an equivalent portion of the project’s staging 
area located on the northeast quadrant of the park. 

 Enhance entire northwest quadrant of the park as a public plaza in conjunction 
with the station entrance. 

Temporary 

 Provide financial compensation for temporary use of land as agreed to with the 
City.  
 Restore temporarily disturbed park area to existing conditions. 
 Preserve pedestrian access to southern park quadrants. 

C9T-B2M, 
C9T-B2A, 
C9T-B2E, 
C9T-B3, 
C9T-B7 

 

Permanent: 

Less than 0.1 acre 
acquired  
Temporary: 

0.1 to 0.3 acre disturbed, 
partial closure 
Construction impacts b 

 

Permanent (Alternatives C4A and C9A from Alternatives B2A, B2E, and B3 
only): 

 Provide financial compensation or replacement land as agreed to with the City. 
Permanent (Alternative C8E from Alternatives B3 and B7 only): 

 Provide financial compensation or replacement land as agreed to with the City. 

 Add visual and aesthetic design measures, as agreed to with the City. 
Temporary: 

 Provide financial compensation for the temporary use of land as agreed to with 
the City.  
 Restore temporarily disturbed park area to existing conditions. 

 Preserve pedestrian access to southern park quadrants. 

C4A-B2A, 
C4A-B2E, 
C4A-B3, 
C4A-B7, 
C8E-B3, 
C8E-B7, 
C9A-B2A, 
C9A-B2E, 
C9A-B3, and 
C9A-B7 
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TABLE D-8 CONTINUED 
Impacts and Mitigation by Section 4(f) Resourcea 

Facility Impact  Mitigation 
Associated 
Alternative 

McCormick 
Park 

Permanent: 

0.2 to 0.9 acre acquired, 
net gain of 0.1 to 0.7 
acres for Alternatives C3T, 
C4A, and C8E 
Temporary: 

0.8 to 1.8 acres disturbed 

Construction impacts b 

Permanent: 

 One or more of the following measures would be implemented: 

 Acquire replacement land for permanent use impacts (results in net increase in 
park land for some alternatives). 

 Provide financial compensation for use during construction. 
Temporary: 

 Restore disturbed area after construction. 

C3T-B2A, 
C3T-B2E, 
C3T-B3, 
C3T-B7, 
C4A-B2A, 
C4A-B2E, 
C4A-B3, 
C4A-B7, 
C8E-B3, and 
C8E-B7  

Historic Properties 

Segment B 

Winters 
House 

Permanent: 

Use of property between 
the structure and Bellevue 
Way SE for lidded 
retained-cut structure; 
Potential groundborne 
noise impact 
Temporary: 

Potential for vibration and 
settlement impacts during 
construction 

Winters House activities 
closed 

Construction impacts b 

Permanent: 

 Incorporate standard methods of vibration reduction, such as resilient fasteners 
or ballast mats into the project. A floating slab would be incorporated as 
necessary to reduce the level of groundborne noise and eliminate the impact. 
 Landscape the area of property between the front (west elevation) of the Winters 

House and Bellevue Way SE to more closely reflect the landscaping of the 
historic period, in consultation with the City. 
 Provide new interpretive displays on or near the property. 

Temporary: 

 Photograph and inventory the building to establish existing conditions. 

 Install vibration and settlement monitoring devices and adjusting excavation 
methods based on monitoring results. 

 Use specific vibration and settlement reducing construction methods (to be 
determined during final design and construction). 
 Potentially build a construction barrier around Winters House to prevent damage 

and minimize dust. 
 Apply dust control measures during construction to minimize dust (after 

construction, Sound Transit will clean the outside of the building and windows in 
a manner sensitive to the resource). 
 Close the Winters House during construction and temporarily relocating the 

tenant (Sound Transit will provide information to the public regarding how to 
access the Eastside Heritage Center during construction). 

 If damage does occur, make the needed repairs consistent with the U.S. 
Secretary of the Interior’s standards for treating historic properties. 

C11A- B2M 
and C9T-B2M 

a The residual impacts after mitigation are discussed in Factor 2.  

b  Construction impacts might include impacts such as removed landscape, dust, noise, and/or traffic detours. For historic properties, the 
setting might be temporarily changed. 
FTA Federal Transit Administration 
NRHP National Register of Historic Places 
RCO Washington State Recreation and Conservation Office 

other points along Bellevue Way. Additionally, north 
of the park and ride, the guideway for Alternatives 
C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would be lower than other 
alternatives that travel along 112th Avenue SE, thus 
resulting in less visual change. None of the 
alternatives would displace active uses. 

Collectively, the mitigation measures for all 
alternatives would fully mitigate the changes to the 
park, be consistent with core park functions and 
objectives, and all except C11A-B7, C9T-B7, C2T-B7, 
C3T-B7, C4A-B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, C9A-B7, and C14E-
B7 alternatives would expand natural areas where 
replacement lands are needed. There is no 

unmitigated harm to park resources for any 
alternative that affect Mercer Slough Nature Park.  

D.7.4.2 Surrey Downs Park 
Neither the alternatives connecting from Alternatives 
B2E, B3, and B7 (Alternatives C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, 
C11A-B7, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C9T-B7, C2T-B2E, -B3, 
C2T-B7, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, 
C4A-B7, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, C7E-B7, C8E-B3, C8E-B7, 
C9A-B3, C9A-B2E, C9A-B7, C14E-B3, C14E-B7) nor 
Alternative C1T-B1 would affect Surrey Downs Park. 

Alternatives C2T-B2A and C3T-B2A would 
temporarily use the northern half of Surrey Downs 
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Park (where the King County District Courthouse is 
located) as a staging area to construct the tunnel 
portals. Following construction, removing the King 
County District Courthouse and replacing the site 
with landscaped park grounds would have a net 
benefit to Surrey Downs Park—if it is not already 
removed at the time of East Link construction—and 
would help facilitate implementing the City of 
Bellevue’s Surrey Downs Master Plan (City of Bellevue, 
2009) to redevelop the park facility. Disturbed lands 
would be restored to existing conditions or as agreed 
to with the City. However, depending on the park 
development schedule, construction staging at this 
location might delay implementing the newly funded 
master plan for Surrey Downs Park.  

Alternatives C11A-B2A, C9T-B2A, C4A-B2A, C8E-B2A, 
and C9A-B2A would acquire small slivers of park 
property along the eastern edge of Surrey Downs Park 
for the adjustments to 112th Avenue SE right-of-way 
in order to preserve operations on this heavily 
traveled four-lane arterial. This impact would remove 
only landscaping and no recreational uses. Disturbed 
lands would be restored, and removed lands would be 
mitigated with financial compensation or replacement 
lands of similar function and value. Replacement 
lands that would mitigate for the impacts of 
Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would extend 
the park by continuing it along the west side of 112th 
Avenue SE from the park north to Main Street.  

Alternative C11A-B2M would eliminate the north 
vehicle access, but the south vehicle access would be 
modified to right-in and right-out and U-turn 
capabilities along 112th Avenue SE would preserve 
park vehicle access needs. For Alternative C9T-B2M, 
vehicle access at the north end of the park would be 
closed and a new alignment for SE 4th Street would 
connect through a corner of the park from SE 6th 
Street. The access at SE 6th Street would be signalized 
to provide a safe access into Surrey Downs 
neighborhood. This option may require up to 0.5 acres 
of the park. A second option would provide a 
connection into the Surrey Downs neighborhood at SE 
9th Street from the south park entrance. Access to the 
neighborhood from the south park entrance would 
permanently close the north entrance reducing park 
impact, but it would result in changing circulation 
patterns in the neighborhood. Since none of the 
alternatives negatively affect active recreational uses 
in this park, no mitigation is necessary for these park 
functions. 

D.7.4.3 NE 2nd Pocket Parks  
Portions of all quadrants of the NE 2nd Pocket Parks 
may be closed temporarily during construction for 

Alternatives C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, 
C8E-B3, C8E-B7, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, and 
C9A-B7 and three might be closed for Alternatives 
C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B3, and C9T-B7. These 
impacts would be temporary, and financial 
compensation would be provided as compensation or 
for use of the park land as agreed to with the City.  

Alternatives C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, 
and C9T-B7 would use one quadrant of the parks for a 
permanent entry into the Bellevue Transit Center 
tunnel station. The station entrance would be 
incorporated into the northwest quadrant of the park, 
measuring approximately 0.1 acre. This use would be 
consistent with the intended use of the parks. 
Additionally, a portion of the property planned to be 
used for staging adjacent to the northeast quadrant 
could be used to create new park area as a 
replacement. Alternatives C8E-B3 and C8E-B7 would 
result in a permanent elevated guideway over the 
parks, creating a visual intrusion. Beyond visual 
treatments to the columns, no mitigation is needed for 
this impact because these parks contain no recreational 
facilities and serve principally as neighborhood open 
space in an urbanized neighborhood; the parks would 
likely continue to operate as they do currently. Use of 
the parks by Alternatives C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-
B2E, C9T-B3, C9T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, 
C4A-B7, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, and C9A-B7 
would be mitigated with replacement park property 
or financial compensation and Alternatives C8E-B3 
and C8E-B7 would be mitigated with visual and 
aesthetic design measures to integrate the guideway 
into the park. 

Alternatives C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, 
C9T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-
B3, C8E-B7, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, and C9A-B7 
would cause no additional impact to the NE 2nd 
Pocket Parks. No other alternative would affect the 
pocket parks. 

D.7.4.4 McCormick Park 
Only Alternatives C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-
B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-B3, and 
C8E-B7 would affect McCormick Park and result in a 
permanent visual impact or changes in access even 
after mitigation. Alternatives C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, 
C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, and 
C4A-B7 would result in a net increase in park acreage 
following construction and after disturbed 
landscaping and associated amenities are replaced. 
Alternatives C8E-B3 and C8E-B7 would not enlarge 
the park, but net useable acreage would remain 
unchanged. Large conifers, which act as a visual buffer 
and aesthetic amenity, would be affected by 
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Alternatives C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, 
C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-B3, and 
C8E-B7. Because the removed trees are mature, the 
impact of removing these trees will take many years to 
mitigate. These alternatives would result in the 
permanent presence of portions of at-grade, retained-
fill and/or elevated light rail guideway within the 
park area. These profiles would limit access to 
portions of the park and would diminish the amount 
of uninterrupted greenery that serves as a buffer to the 
urban core.  

D.7.4.5 Winters House 
Measures to avoid potential construction impacts on 
the historic structure from Alternatives C11A-B2M and 
C9T-B2M are incorporated into the project 
construction methodology. Among these measures 
would be construction techniques such as ground 
improvement, underpinning the building, and shallow 
supporting walls; directions that contractors shall 
begin trench construction at the furthest distance from 
the house; conducting settlement and vibration 
monitoring; and anticipating and implementing 
corrective measures to avoid impacts on the structure. 
These measures would avoid damage to the 
structure’s unique characteristics and features. If 
damage did occur Sound Transit would make repairs 
consistent with the U.S. Secretary of the Interior’s 
standards for treating historic properties. In addition, 
the existing tenant and other uses of the building 
would be relocated during construction to avoid 
disturbing their activities. Potential groundborne noise 
impacts during operation of the light rail would be 
mitigated with special vibration reducing track-work 
incorporated into the project.  

The Winters House today sits adjacent to a busy urban 
vehicular thoroughfare. Over time, landscaping that 
would preserve the context of the structure has 
gradually been lost or compromised with expansion of 
Bellevue Way and changes to the landscaping. The 
proposed mitigation for the Winters House would 
improve its visual and physical context. Following 
construction, and in consultation with the DAHP and 
the City of Bellevue more historically appropriate 
landscaping would be planted over the lidded 
retained-cut with a net benefit to the historic home. 
The Winters House today lacks sufficient or 
appropriate signage providing information about its 
history and historic significance. Sound Transit would 
also provide new interpretive signage at the house in 
coordination with City of Bellevue staff. 

D.7.4.6 Conclusions: Factor 1 
Most, but not all impacts to Section 4(f) resources 
could be effectively mitigated under most alternatives. 

The principal impact that could not be mitigated 
would be the visual impact of the guideway structure 
on McCormick Park as a result of Alternatives C3T-
B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A- B2A, C4A-B2E, 
C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-B3, and C8E-B7.  

In addition to mitigation, there would be net benefits 
to Section 4(f) resources from several alternatives. 
Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would produce 
net benefits for the Winters House in the form of 
enhanced landscaping and new interpretive signage. 
Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-
B3, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C1-B1, C2T-
B2E, C2T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C2T-B3, C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, 
C3T-B3, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C7E-B2A, C7E-
B2E, C7E-B3, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, and C14E-
B3 would produce a net benefit for the Mercer Slough 
Nature Park because replacement lands would be 
more consistent with the park’s objectives than the 
areas affected. 

D.7.5 Factor 2: The Relative Severity of 
the Remaining Harm, after Mitigation, 
to the Protected Activities, Attributes, 
or Features that Qualify Each Section 
4(f) Property for Protection 
The purpose of this factor is to assess the remaining 
effects on Section 4(f) resources after efforts to avoid, 
minimize, and mitigate project effects as described 
under Factor 1. The following discussion analyzes the 
severity of the remaining harm to each Section 4(f) 
resource. In the weighing that is required for least 
harm analysis, the severity of any remaining harm to 
Section 4(f) resources needs to be considered carefully. 
Where all impacts to a particular Section 4(f) resource 
can effectively be mitigated, the absence of remaining 
harm is especially important. Where there are impacts 
that cannot be mitigated, it is important to consider 
whether those impacts are significant within the 
context of the purpose, goals, plans, and other 
resource management objectives for the particular 
Section 4(f) resource. All impacts are not treated alike 
and are evaluated in this analysis within the context of 
each resource.  

D.7.5.1 Mercer Slough Nature Park 
All impacts on Mercer Slough Nature Park would be 
fully mitigated. Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, 
C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, 
C9T-B3, C1-B1, C2T-B2, C2T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C2T-B3, 
C3T-B2A, C3T-B3, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C7E-
B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, 
and C14E-B3would produce a net benefit for this park 
because they would provide replacement land 
equivalent to land permanently occupied by the 
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project (up to 3 acres) to the Mercer Slough Nature 
Park. The replacement lands would be natural areas, 
which are more consistent with the park core 
objectives and role than the active areas that would be 
affected by these alternatives. The impacts from all 
other alternatives would be fully mitigated, but there 
would be no net benefit to the park.  

D.7.5.2 Surrey Downs Park  
All impacts to this resource would be fully mitigated. 
As demonstrated under Factor 1, effects on Surrey 
Downs Park from Alternatives C11A-B2M, C9T-B2M, 
C11A-B2A, C9T-B2A, C2T-B2A, C3T-B2A, C4A-B2A, 
C7E-B2A, and C9A-B2A would be mitigated. 
Replacement lands for impacts caused by Alternatives 
C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would extend the existing 
park along the west side of 112th Avenue SE from the 
park (approximately SE 6th Street) to Main Street. 
Depending on final input from City of Bellevue, 
changes in neighborhood access through the north end 
of the park for C9T-B2M could be redesigned through 
the south park entrance to reduce park land impacts 
while also maintaining overall access to the park from 
112th Avenue SE. Alternatives C2T-B2A and C3T-B2A 
would have a net benefit to Surrey Downs Park if they 
removed the King County District Courthouse, which 
is presently sited within the park but does not 
contribute to the park’s core objectives. Small slivers of 
property needed for Alternatives C4A-B2A, C7E-B2A, 
and C9A-B2A would be mitigated with financial 
compensation and landscaping. No other alternatives 
would directly affect Surrey Downs Park.  

D.7.5.3 NE 2nd Pocket Parks  
There would be no remaining harm after mitigation to 
the NE 2nd Pocket Parks. Because this resource serves 
principally as open space, a small reduction (less than 
0.1 acre) in park area for several alternatives and 
visual effects from C8E-B3, C8E-B7 would not change 
the parks’ use or function.  

D.7.5.4 McCormick Park  
Alternatives C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, 
C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-B3, and 
C8E-B7 would result in lasting visual impacts on 
McCormick Park even after mitigation. There would 
be a net benefit to the resource as a result of increase in 
park acreage from mitigation of Alternatives C3T-B2A, 
C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-
B3, and C4A-B7. There would be no net benefit for this 
resource from Alternatives C8E-B3 and C8E-B7. 

D.7.5.5 Winters House 
All impacts to this resource from Alternatives C11A-
B2M and C9T-B2M would be effectively mitigated 
through vibration reducing track-work, new 

landscaping that would be more consistent with the 
historic setting of the building, and interpretive 
signage which are described in more detail in Section 
4.16, Historic and Archaeological Resources; and 
Appendix H4, the Historic and Archaeological Resources 
Technical Report. The landscaping and interpretive 
signage would also result in a net benefit, which 
would not be realized from the other alternatives. The 
potential for temporary construction impacts would be 
mitigated through construction methods and 
relocating the tenant during construction. All other 
alternatives avoid impacts to the Winters House. 

D.7.5.6 Conclusions: Factor 2 
After mitigation, Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-
B2M would result in no remaining harm and have a 
net benefit to Mercer Slough Nature Park and the 
Winters House. Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, 
C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, 
C9T-B3, C1-B1, C2T-B2E, C2T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C2T-B3, 
C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-
B3, C7E-B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, 
C9A-B3, and C14E-B3 would result in no remaining 
harm and create a net benefit to Mercer Slough Nature 
Park through replacement lands that contribute to 
park objectives. A net benefit to Winters House would 
result from Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M. 
There would be no remaining harm from C11A-B7, 
C9T-B7, C2T-B7, C3T-B7, C4A-B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, 
C9A-B7, and C14E-B7 alternatives, but also no 
benefits. After mitigation, there would be remaining 
impacts on McCormick Park from Alternatives C3T-
B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, 
C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-B3, and C8E-B7.  

D.7.6 Factor 3: The Relative 
Significance of Each Section 4(f) 
Property 
This factor is intended to evaluate all of the affected 
Section 4(f) resources on a comparative basis. This 
factor does not address the impacts on each resource 
but rather is intended to help assess whether certain 
resources are of greater significance than others. This 
analysis is necessarily qualitative and requires an 
element of judgment since it requires comparing 
unlike resources and their relative and comparative 
value to the community. 

It is useful for this analysis to understand that the City 
of Bellevue prides itself on being a city within a park. 
With a current population of approximately 110,000, 
parks and open space resources are a highly valued 
commodity for this community. Each recreational 
facility that would potentially be affected by the 
project has a unique function and value to this 
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community. While the City of Bellevue has formally 
indicated each affected park is significant (and 
therefore eligible for protection under Section 4(f)), the 
relative significance of each resource is not identical. 
For example, Mercer Slough Nature Park has a broad 
regional significance, whereas Surrey Downs Park 
serves primarily as a community recreational function 
and McCormick Park and the NE 2nd Pocket Parks 
have a far more localized importance for just the 
adjacent neighborhoods. The Winters House is 
significant because it is the only historic resource listed 
on the NRHP within the City of Bellevue. 

D.7.6.1 Mercer Slough Nature Park  
The Mercer Slough Nature Park, located between 
Bellevue Way SE and 118th Avenue SE directly north 
of I-90, is a 320-acre community park characterized by 
wetland systems and upland habitat for most of the 
park and the Environmental Education Center on the 
park’s east side. Mercer Slough Nature Park is 
surrounded by a highly urbanized environment, with 
large freeways and developed residential and business 
districts. With few missing pieces, Mercer Slough 
Nature Park is a large contiguous open space offering 
an accessible environment for passive recreation 
where visitors feel removed from the urban 
environment and observe wildlife. The size of this 
relatively natural environment provides a protected 
ecosystem from urban development. The 320-acre size 
and topography separates the park from adjacent 
lands uses and thick vegetation blocks views and 
offers a feeling of separation from the busy roadways 
and freeways that surround the park. The Mercer 
Slough Nature Park is a regional as well as a local 
resource; it defines the entrance and the context for 
South Bellevue. 

As a regional resource, this park attracts a broad range 
of users from throughout the east side of the 
metropolitan area. Its size and ecological role makes 
the Mercer Slough Nature Park considerably more 
significant (both absolutely and relative to the other 
affected resources) than the other potentially affected 
resources within the project area.  

The importance and future plans for the park are 
recorded in the Bellevue Parks Master Plan (City of 
Bellevue, 2010). Also, as stated in the Mercer Slough 
Open Space Master Plan Environmental Impact Statement 
(City of Bellevue, 1990), park objectives consist of the 
following:  

 Maintain and enhance the extensive wetland 
wildlife habitat. 

 Provide environmental education and awareness 
and maintain and diversify Bellevue’s agricultural 
heritage. 

 Participate in regional and national efforts to 
understand wetland ecosystems through research 
in restoration enhancement techniques. 

 Provide passive recreational opportunities in 
harmony with natural system preservation.  

 Maintain and protect important views and open 
space values.  

It is important to note that these objectives focus on 
the park’s ecological and passive recreation benefits 
and place relatively less emphasis on active recreation 
or more intensive uses. Consistent with its role, the 
park provides wetland habitat, environmental 
education and awareness, agricultural heritage 
maintenance, nature observation, and open space with 
pedestrian trails, a water trail, benches, and 
interpretive signs. Other activities do take place in the 
park, including events and meetings at the Winters 
House, the blueberry farm, agricultural U-pick farm 
and sales (including fruit and vegetable produce sales, 
parking for the Winters House, the blueberry farm and 
trails) the South Bellevue Transit Center park-and-
ride, and the Sweylocken boat ramp. These functions, 
while important, are not as closely aligned with the 
principal goals and purposes of this resource and are, 
therefore, not as significant. Most of these active uses 
and ancillary facilities are located on the west side 
along Bellevue Way. 

D.7.6.2 Surrey Downs Park 
Surrey Downs Park contains active park uses such as 
ballfields, a play structure, internal trails, open space, 
the King County District Courthouse, and associated 
parking. Approximately 4.9 acres of the 11.4-acre site 
are currently used as park, with the remainder 
occupied by the King County District Courthouse. The 
courthouse is not consistent with the objectives of this 
resource and detracts from its significance and value.  

In March 2009, the City of Bellevue adopted the Surrey 
Downs Park Master Plan for redeveloping the park. 
Proposed improvements include new baseball fields, 
open space, a community garden, parking, and a 
recreational building. A levy to approve funding to 
implement the master plan was approved by Bellevue 
voters in fall 2009.  

This park is important as a neighborhood park and as 
a larger community baseball and soccer recreational 
resource. Per the City of Bellevue Parks Master Plan, 
the Surrey Downs Park’s focus of its significance is on 
active, community-based recreation. Other uses are 
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less important or detract from its value (e.g., the 
courthouse) as confirmed with the Surrey Downs Park 
Master Plan, which plans to remove the Courthouse.  

D.7.6.3 NE 2nd Pocket Parks 
The NE 2nd Pocket Parks are located at the four 
corners of the intersection of NE 2nd Place and 110th 
Avenue NE. These small, undeveloped areas function 
primarily as visual green space. There are limited 
facilities for public use of these parks. Bellevue 
proposes to expand and develop these parks under 
Bellevue’s Downtown Implementation Plan (City of 
Bellevue, 2004) and the Bellevue Parks & Open Space 
System Plan (City of Bellevue, 2010); however, no 
property has been purchased or plans developed for 
this expansion. These parks have grass, with 
hedgerows that encircle the grass area preventing easy 
access. A few benches are positioned along the 
perimeter of the park quadrants, facing the sidewalks. 
As a result of this landscape pattern, this resource is 
often used as an informal off-leash pet area.  

Notwithstanding the lack of facilities, small parklands 
in urbanized areas provide visual relief and an 
element of greenery and repose within the urban 
environment. While these parks are a Section 4(f) 
resource, their role is limited to serving a localized 
population, and they are not significant beyond the 
immediately adjacent community. Given Bellevue’s 
decision not to develop or implement specific plans for 
enhancing these parks, it is reasonable to conclude 
that their relative significance is less than some of the 
other park resources in the project area to which 
Bellevue has made a substantial financial 
commitment. 

D.7.6.4 McCormick Park  
McCormick Park is located along the north side of NE 
12th Street at the north end of the Segment C 
boundary. The park, which extends from 107th to 
112th Avenue NE, is a neighborhood park with trails, 
art features, and picnic benches that provide a buffer 
between the established single-family residences to the 
north (Northtowne neighborhood) and high-density 
residential and commercial uses to the south in the 
downtown core. The topography undulates with 
berms and a meandering path. The vegetation is 
mature, including tall evergreens that separate the 
park and the residences to the north. The park does 
not provide any active recreational activities or 
facilities. Roads to the neighborhood and a pedestrian 
crossing separate some of the park segments. This 
park is used by nearby residents and workers in the 
area and persons walking or exercising their pets. 
While this park is a Section 4(f) resource, it is 
reasonable to conclude that its significance is limited 

to a local population and is not significant for the 
larger community.  

D.7.6.5 Winters House  
The Winters House is the only structure in the city of 
Bellevue registered on the NRHP. It has a role in the 
development and history of Bellevue and is 
recognized by the community as an important 
resource. The Eastside Heritage Center has made this 
its headquarters from which it operates a heritage 
research center, exhibit space, and archive and library. 
The Eastside Heritage Center uses the facility for 
meeting space, tours, and other events (such as 
weddings or other events). Because of the varied uses 
to which this center puts this resource, its significance 
extends beyond its historic attributes. In addition, its 
unique role as the only NRHP-listed resource in the 
city means that this resource is significant beyond the 
immediately adjacent community.  

D.7.6.6 Conclusions: Factor 3 
This factor provides insights about the relative 
significance of each Section 4(f) resource. Mercer 
Slough Nature Park and the Winters House clearly 
have the greatest significance of all the potentially 
affected Section 4(f) resources and the NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks, Surrey Downs Park, and McCormick Park have 
relatively less significance.  

D.7.7 Factor 4: The Views of the 
Official(s) with Jurisdiction over Each 
Section 4(f) Property  
The purpose of this factor is to help provide a basis for 
judging the relative importance of each Section 4(f) 
resource and the relative significance of potential 
impacts to these resources based on the jurisdiction’s 
point of view. Only two entities have jurisdiction over 
the Section 4(f) resources that would be potentially 
affected by the project in Segments B and C: the City 
of Bellevue and DAHP. The following analysis 
explains positions that these agencies have taken with 
regard to the potentially affected resources providing 
insights on how to integrate the views of these 
jurisdictions into this Section 4(f) analysis.  

D.7.7.1 City of Bellevue 
Sound Transit and the City of Bellevue have been 
working closely to develop the project in a manner 
that both meets the East Link Project purpose and also 
respects the City of Bellevue planning goals. Since the 
City has been deeply involved in evaluating and 
selecting alternatives, the City’s views on the preferred 
alternative for the East Link project are important 
because they reflect the City’s own balance of 
competing (and often contradictory) needs and goals.  
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Bellevue Views on Alternatives 
It is important for purposes of this analysis to review 
the history of the City’s involvement in selecting 
alternatives for Segments B and C and the views that 
the City has expressed to Sound Transit. A series of 
letters and correspondence beginning with the release 
of the Draft EIS is a useful foundation for 
understanding the City’s views on impacts to Section 
4(f) resources within the City’s jurisdiction. 

Following the release of the Draft EIS, the City of 
Bellevue submitted its preference for an alternative 
that resembles alternative C2T-B3, including the 114th 
Design Option, (with modifications referred to as 
alternative B3S) in a letter dated February 25, 2008. 
Bellevue’s letter stated the following: 

“The City’s preferred routing decisions are the result of 
careful study and significant public discussion….over 
three years in review, planning, outreach and 
deliberation. This B3S balances three key principles in 
South Bellevue: provides transit access by facilitating 
regional and local connections at the South Bellevue 
Park-and-Ride, protects neighborhoods by placing the 
line farther away from residences, and minimizes 
construction impacts by reducing the amount of street 
reconstruction required along these major 
transportation corridors. For land use, C2T allows 
Downtown Bellevue to continue to accommodate 
regional growth and helps realize local land use 
potential east of I-405 in Wilburton.” 

This letter demonstrates the importance that the City 
places on ensuring that the project serves the South 
Bellevue Park-and-Ride market, tunneling through 
Downtown Bellevue, serving the Wilburton area east 
of I-405, and minimizing neighborhood and traffic 
impacts, and these continue to inform the City’s 
preferences as they have evolved between 2009 and 
2011. These views are important since the City is also 
the entity with jurisdiction over all potentially affected 
Section 4(f) park resources. 

The City’s February 2008 recommendation was based 
on the following City of Bellevue light rail policy 
principles: 

 Connect “somewhere to somewhere” by 
conveniently serving the places where people live, 
work, and play 

 Accommodate long-term, multimodal 
transportation system development 

 Optimize ridership 

 Consider construction impacts and risks 

 Protect environmentally sensitive areas 

 Advance the long-term land use vision by serving 
existing and planned concentrations of 
employment and population 

Bellevue’s suggested alternative for Segment B in 
South Bellevue requires shifting Alternative B3 from 
the center to the east side of Bellevue Way to reduce 
construction effects on the arterial and to increase 
separation from the Enatai neighborhood. The City’s 
suggestion also included routing the alternative to the 
east at SE 8th Street in order to avoid widening the 
street to the north where the 112th Avenue SE right-of-
way becomes more constrained.  

It is important to note that the City letter 
acknowledges that the proposed alternative might 
increase impacts to Mercer Slough Nature Park 
(including wetland impacts) but stated that mitigation 
opportunities exist within Mercer Slough. The letter 
also stated, “The Winters House may need to be 
relocated in order to accommodate this alternative. 
Based on preliminary assessment, the Council believes 
this is feasible and the relocation costs could be offset 
by the cost savings of this modification.” These 
statements indicate the City’s concurrence that 
impacts to these two Section 4(f) resources can be 
appropriately mitigated and that, with such 
mitigation, impacts are acceptable.  

In Downtown Bellevue (Segment C), the City has 
recognized that the ST2 Plan does not provide funding 
for the tunnel alternatives and has stated, “We are 
committed to being an active partner with Sound 
Transit to identify potential cost saving measures and 
additional funding resources to ensure the City’s 
preferred alternatives can be implemented and the 
system is build to support the regional vision” (City of 
Bellevue Letter, 2008). The letter also states that 
another reason that the City prefers alternative C2T 
with its crossing of I-405 at NE 6th Street is because it 
avoids the permanent and adverse effects on 
McCormick Park that would occur with an alternative 
that exits downtown at NE 12th Street. 

On May 12, 2009, the City sent another letter to Sound 
Transit stating its opposition to the surface Alternative 
C4A through downtown because of potential traffic 
impacts. The letter requested further engineering on a 
tunnel alternative, which also serves the Wilburton 
neighborhood, and reiterated the City’s commitment 
to continue working with Sound Transit on tunnel 
funding. 

Based upon the City’s continued strong interest in a 
downtown tunnel alternative and a willingness to 
consider both cost-savings measures and additional 
funding, Sound Transit conducted a peer review of the 
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tunnel options to seek the lowest-cost tunnel options. 
The peer review led to the development of Preferred 
Alternative C9T, which would be significantly less 
expensive than previous tunnel alternatives and also 
addresses the City’s preference for service to the 
Wilburton neighborhood. Sound Transit also 
conducted a value analysis review of the entire East 
Link corridor, which recommended that a 112th 
Avenue NE alternative be used into Downtown 
Bellevue as a means to further reduce project costs.  

On February 10, 2010, the City Council and Sound 
Transit Board held a joint workshop to review the 
tunnel alternative (Preferred Alternative C9T), two new 
at-grade options through downtown (Alternative C9A 
and Preferred Alternative C11A), and an elevated 
option (Alternative C14E) proposed by the City. All of 
these new alternatives address the City goal of serving 
the Wilburton redevelopment area east of downtown. 
The workshop also reviewed the potential cost savings 
and changes in impacts associated with following 
112th Avenue NE into Downtown Bellevue. 

Following the workshop, the City issued a letter on 
March 24th, 2010, changing its preference from 
Alternative C2T to the newly created Preferred 
Alternative C9T and requesting that Sound Transit 
explore further design modifications. On April 19, 
2010, the City Council took another step in support of 
Preferred Alternative C9T by authorizing the City 
Manager to execute a term sheet with Sound Transit 
for including the tunnel as a preferred alternative in 
the East Link Project Final EIS. The term sheet outlined 
a funding strategy for Preferred Alternative C9T in 
which the City would contribute up to $150 million in 
additional funding, Sound Transit would identify in 
$75 million in scope reductions, and Sound Transit 
would identify $95 million in additional funding (all in 
2007 dollars).  

While work progressed on developing and funding 
Preferred Alternative C9T, the City reexamined its 
preferred alternative in South Bellevue (Segment B). 
On January 26, 2010, the City sent a letter asking for 
evaluation of a modified Alternative B7 that would 
“…expand the South Bellevue Park-and-Ride lot to the 
south … then cross the Mercer Slough Nature Park, 
before heading north on the BNSF…” The U.S. 
Department of Interior subsequently expressed 
significant concern about this proposed alternative in 
correspondence with the City. On March 9, 2010, the 
City withdrew its January 26 request and stated that 
its new preferred alternative is the original Alternative 
B7.  

After the term sheet on the tunnel alternative was 
executed, Sound Transit updated its preferred 

alternative to include the Preferred Alternative C9T 
alternative and also the 112th Avenue SE alternative 
rather than the Alternative B7, consistent with the 
term sheet commitment to identify scope reduction. 
On May 6, 2010, the City sent Sound Transit a letter 
reiterating the City’s preference for Alternative C9T-B7 
and committing to working with Sound Transit to 
achieve the principles outlined in the term sheet. This 
was a clear change in direction on the part of the City 
from previous discussions about facilitating a tunnel 
in Downtown Bellevue through saving costs in 
Segment B. 

After Sound Transit had identified the 112th Avenue 
SE alternative as its preferred alternative, the City 
collaborated with Sound Transit on an extensive 
design and outreach process. Throughout this process, 
Sound Transit and City staff made it clear to the public 
that while 112th Avenue SE is not the City’s preferred 
alternative, it might ultimately be selected by Sound 
Transit as the preferred alternative. In July 2010, the 
Sound Transit Board refined the preferred alternative 
on 112th Avenue SE (Preferred Alternative B2M) to 
incorporate a westside alternative recommended by 
residential and business owners along the portion of 
the 112th Avenue SE right-of-way that is most 
constrained.  

On July 20, 2010, the City sent another letter to Sound 
Transit. This letter stated the City’s opposition to 
Preferred Alternative B2M. The concerns raised include 
displacements, noise impacts, construction impacts, 
impacts to historic properties, and traffic impacts. The 
letter also raised concerns about the potential for 
negative impacts on the historic character and use of 
the Winters House. 

The July 2010 letter restated the City’s support for 
Alternative C9T-B7 but proposed a series of design 
modifications. The letter acknowledged that a 
principal objection to Alternative B7 is the lack of 
service to the South Bellevue Park-and-Ride. The City, 
therefore, requested review of an option developed by 
the City to relocate the park-and-ride south to the 
I-90/Bellevue Way interchange. Reports prepared by 
City consultants and attached to the July 2010 letter 
indicated that relocation of the park-and-ride would 
add costs to Alternative C9T-B7 alternative and would 
have greater impacts on the Enatai neighborhood than 
alternatives that retain the park-and-ride in its current 
location.  

After Sound Transit declined further study of the 
City’s proposed Alternative C9T-B7 design 
modifications based on cost, risk, and impacts, the 
City hired its own consultant to review some of its 
proposed modifications to the alternative that it now 
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refers to as Alternative B7R. In its January 2011 
comment letter on the Supplemental Draft EIS, the 
City stated that its goals are to “minimize negative 
impacts, reduce costs, and ensure high ridership as 
compared to [alternative] B2M.” Initial analysis, 
however, indicates that the City’s Alternative B7R is 
likely to have different but not fewer impacts, similar 
ridership, and significantly greater cost. As with 
Alternative C9T-B7, the City’s Alternative B7R would 
impact both Mercer Slough Nature Park and the 
NE 2nd Pocket Parks. 

Conclusions from City’s Input 
For purposes of the current analysis, several relevant 
conclusions can be drawn from the lengthy history of 
the City’s involvement in evaluating alternatives 
through Segment B and C.  

First, based on the October 21, 2008 letter, the only 
Section 4(f) resource that the City has found to be 
permanently and adversely affected is McCormick 
Park, which would be affected by most of the 
alternatives exiting Downtown Bellevue along NE 
12th Street (Alternatives C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, 
C3T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-
B3, and C8E-B7).  

Second, the City clearly views Mercer Slough Nature 
Park as an important regional park resource. 
Nevertheless, the City appears to indicate that 
mitigation is appropriate for all of the potential 
impacts and that none of the potential impacts is so 
severe as to interfere with the fundamental goals and 
objectives for each Section 4(f) resource. The City has 
recommended four alternatives in South Bellevue 
(Segment B), all of which would adversely affect the 
park; one alternative passes along the west edge of the 
park adjacent to Bellevue Way (Alternative B3S), one 
passes along the south edge of the park by I-90 
(Alternatives B7 [as well as their B7R proposal]), and 
one actually transects the middle of the park from the 
South Bellevue park-and-ride to the former BNSF 
Railway corridor. In February 2009, the City 
specifically asserted that mitigation opportunities are 
appropriate within Mercer Slough Nature Park for the 
impacts created by an alternative along the east side of 
Bellevue Way and adjacent to the park. 

Third, the City presents a varied view about affecting 
the Winters House. While their February 2009 letter 
provides that avoiding the Winters House property is 
not essential so long as impacts to this resource are 
fully mitigated and the City even suggested moving 
the Winters House if necessary to mitigate impacts of 
the alternative it proposed, the City’s July 20, 2010 
letter raises concerns about impacts to the Winters 
House (and other impacts)  

Fourth, the City’s comments on Surrey Downs Park 
and the NE 2nd Pocket Parks have been limited to 
technical comments from staff regarding mitigation. 
While the 112th Avenue SE alternative that the City 
currently opposes would adversely affect Surrey 
Downs Park, the reasons cited by the Bellevue City 
Council for opposition to 112th Avenue SE have 
focused primarily on neighborhood noise, traffic, and 
construction impacts and not on impacts to these 
parks. 

In summary, from the record of City correspondence 
and meetings with Sound Transit staff, there do not 
appear to be any impacts on Section 4(f) resources in 
either Segment B or Segment C that the City does not 
believe can be potentially mitigated. The City views 
that impacts on Section 4(f) resources from all Segment 
B and C alternatives can be potentially mitigated. 
While the City has expressed support for the role 
played by each potentially affected Section 4(f) 
resource, the City has also indicated that other 
considerations, independent of impacts on Section 4(f) 
resources, are at least as, and generally more 
important to the City than avoiding impacts to these 
resources. While the City has shown a recent 
preference for alternatives based upon Alternative B7, 
it is important to observe that the City’s preference is 
based upon its own criteria and not based upon an 
assessment of impacts weighted towards resources 
protected under Section 4(f). 

D.7.7.2 Department of Archaeological and 
Historic Preservation 
Sound Transit and FTA have consulted with DAHP 
regarding the Winters House throughout the 
environmental review process, starting with initiating 
the Section 106 process in August 2006. The Winters 
House is listed on the NRHP, and DAHP believes it is 
appropriate to preserve its existing setting and 
maintain the current integrity and features that 
support its listing on the NRHP. FTA has determined, 
in consultation with DAHP, that the project has an 
Adverse Effect resulting from potential impacts on the 
Winters House (Preferred Alternative B2M), the 
potential Surrey Downs Historic District (Preferred 
Alternative C11A and Alternatives C4A, C2T, and C3T), 
and the Justice White House (Alternative E4). 
Accordingly, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
will be prepared stipulating the appropriate 
mitigation measures. The MOA would also describe 
benefits to the resource because of measures Sound 
Transit has committed to implement. This net benefit 
would not be realized by any other alternative, 
although the other alternatives would also have no 
impacts on historic resources. Because its jurisdiction 
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is limited to historic resources, DAHP has not 
expressed any view on impacts to other non-historic 
Section 4(f) resources. 

D.7.7.3 Conclusions: Factor 4 
While the City’s preferred alternative has changed 
several times over the last few years, it is evident that 
impacts to Section 4(f) resources (and avoiding such 
impacts) have not been a primary determinant in the 
City’s position. Instead, the City has prioritized 
serving the South Bellevue Park-and-Ride market 
(either at the existing location or relocated south), 
tunneling through Downtown Bellevue, serving the 
Wilburton area east of Downtown Bellevue, and 
minimizing traffic and neighborhood impacts as the 
more important criterion in selecting alternatives than 
protecting Section 4(f) resources. The only Section 4(f) 
resource for which the City has found a permanent 
adverse effect is McCormick Park. Regarding the other 
Section 4(f) resources, the City has placed a priority on 
mitigating, rather than necessarily avoiding, impacts. 
The City effort to balance broader planning objectives 
and impact concerns with mitigation to Section 4(f) 
resources in this respect is similar to the objectives of 
this least harm analysis. In the past, the City has 
supported Alternatives C9T-B7 and C2T-B3 with 
modifications. 

City of Bellevue has recommended a modified 
alignment for the BNSF Alternative (B7) that 
incorporates a station near the Bellevue Way SE and I-
90 ramps rather than the 118th Station. Bellevue’s 
proposed alignment then connects to Preferred 110th 
NE Tunnel Alternative (C9T) with a tunnel along NE 
2nd Street (rather than along Main Street as the 
current C9T Alternative). These collective revisions to 
Alternative B7 and Preferred Alternative C9T are 
referred to as the B7R. The City has stated that this is 
its current proposal for the alignment through 
Segments B and C for East Link. The B7R variation has 
not been evaluated in this least harm analysis because 
there is not complete information on this variation. 
The alternatives consistent with the term sheet the 
City signed with Sound Transit are Alternatives C9T-
B2M, C9T-B2A, and C9T-B2E. All of these alternatives 
affect Section 4(f) resources, but as explained in earlier 
sections of this analysis, the impacts to these resources 
can all be mitigated. 

DAHP views the Winters House as an important 
resource for historic preservation. An MOA will be 
developed to describe measures to avoid potential 
impacts to the Winters House and benefits to this 
resource.  

D.7.8 Factor 5: Degree to Which Each 
Alternative Meets the Project Purpose 
and Need 
The overarching purpose and need of the East Link 
Project is to expand the Sound Transit Link light rail 
system from Seattle to Mercer Island, Bellevue, and 
Redmond via I-90 and to provide a reliable and 
efficient alternative for moving people throughout the 
region. This purpose and need is supported by five 
Sound Transit goals and supporting objectives 
described in Chapter 1, Purpose and Need, of the Final 
EIS, as follows: 

1. Transportation goal: Improve transit mobility in 
the East Link Corridor. 
a. Improve the quality of transit service.  
b. Increase transit accessibility.  
c. Maximize East Link ridership. 

2. Environmental goal: Preserve environmental 
quality in the corridor. 
a. Minimize potential adverse operating impacts 
on the natural and built environment.  
b. Minimize potential adverse construction 

impacts on the natural and built environment. 

3. Land use goal: Support regional and local land use 
goals and objectives. 
a. Support adopted land use and transportation 

plans. 

4. Implementation goal: Minimize risk in the 
corridor. 
a. Enhance stakeholder and community 
 support.  
b. Design system to reduce construction risk.  

5. Financial goal: Provide a financially feasible 
solution. 
a. Build a system within project budget. 
b. Build a system that can be operated and 
 maintained within available revenue.  
c. Build a system that is cost-effective. 

Since these five goals are far more specific than the 
more general purpose and need statement, and since 
the Sound Transit goals are entirely consistent with, 
and amplify upon, the purpose and need, these Sound 
Transit goals are used in this analysis for a more 
refined analysis than would be possible if the analysis 
were to rely solely on the purpose and need statement. 
The analysis under this factor will specifically address 
Goals 1, 3, and 4. Sound Transit’s Goal 2 is addressed 
under Factors 1, 2, and 6 in this analysis and Goal 5 is 
addressed under Factor 7 in this analysis.  
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D.7.8.1 Sound Transit’s Transportation Goal 
Sound Transit’s transportation goal—to improve 
transit mobility in the East Link Corridor—is 
supported by all alternatives evaluated in the Final 
EIS. The alternatives vary, however, in the degree to 
which the transportation objectives are fulfilled. Each 
alternative would fulfill the objective of improving the 
quality of transit service and each would provide 
reliable transit service that would not be hindered by 
congestion through a dedicated right-of-way with 
stations that provide convenient connections between 
transit services. In contrast, while all alternatives 
would generally fulfill the objective of increasing 
transit accessibility by providing more efficient high 
capacity linkages, not all alternatives satisfy this 
objective equally.  

Many of the Segment B and C alternatives have 
similar ridership since they generally connect the same 
destination with similar travel modes. There are, 
however, a few alternatives that are significantly less 
desirable because they carry fewer people and offer 
less accessibility. The level of accessibility generally 
corresponds to the ridership for each alternative and 
both objectives are discussed together. Exhibit D-26 
provides a comparative review of ridership generated 
by each alternative within South Bellevue and 
Downtown Bellevue.  

In South Bellevue, the less desirable alternatives from 
the transit accessibility and ridership perspective are 
those that include Alternative B7 (Alternatives C9T-B7, 
C11A-B7, C2T-B7, C3T-B7, C4A-B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, 
C9A-B7, and C14E-B7). All of these alternatives 
require construction of an isolated station at 118th 
Avenue SE with poor walking, bus, and park-and-ride 
access. The walking access is poor because of the 
barriers created by I-405, SE 8th Street, and the Mercer 
Slough Nature Park. A station at this location would 
not offer many bus transfer opportunities because it is 
on a minor arterial with little existing bus service. 
Diverting routes from Bellevue Way to the station 
would increase delays for bus passengers and increase 
operating costs. The park-and-ride is also less 
convenient since commuters arriving from the east 
and south on I-90 and I-405 would have to drive 
further than if using the existing South Bellevue Park-
and-Ride. 

In Downtown Bellevue, the poorest accessibility and 
lowest ridership would occur with alternatives that 
include Alternative C14E (Alternatives C14E-B3 and 
C14E-B7). The single Downtown Bellevue Station 
associated with Alternative C14E is located directly 
adjacent to I-405, and this station is a substantial 
distance from most Downtown Bellevue destinations. 

Also, because of its location adjacent to I-405, this 
alternative is inconvenient for bus transfers because of 
the long distance from the Bellevue Transit Center. 
Similarly, the Bellevue Transit Station for Alternatives 
C7E-B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, and C7E-B7 is about 800 
feet away from the Bellevue Transit Center bus 
terminal and the concentration of high density 
Downtown destinations.  

Alternatives C1T-B1, C2T-B2A, C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C3T-
B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C7E-B2E, C8E-B3, and C9A-
B2E best meet the project ridership goals. The highest 
ridership in downtown Bellevue generally occurs with 
tunnel alternatives that combine grade-separated 
travel and accessible stations located near the center of 
downtown and near or directly below the Bellevue 
Transit Center. The downtown at-grade alternatives, 
would provide high visibility and direct access to the 
Bellevue Transit Center, but the slower travel times 
would result in slightly reduced trips between Seattle 
and Redmond. 

Examining the combined boardings in Segment B-C, 
the average ridership generated is 12,000 boardings 
per day. Every alternative combination that includes 
Alternative B7 generates lower than average ridership 
(Alternatives C11A-B7, C9T-B7, C2T-B7, C3T-B7, C4A-
B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, C9A-B7, and C14E-B7) due to the 
poor accessibility discussed above. Average or better 
ridership is achieved for all of the other alternatives 
that are at-grade or tunneled in downtown Bellevue 
and also serve the South Bellevue Park-and-Ride 
(Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-
B3, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C1T-B1, 
C2T-B2A, C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-
B3, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, 
and C9A-B3). Two elevated alternatives in downtown 
Bellevue achieve higher ridership (Alternatives C7E-
B2E, C8E-B3) while five have lower than average 
ridership (Alternatives C7E-B2A, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, 
C14E-B3, C14E-B7). 

D.7.8.2 Sound Transit’s Land Use Goal  
The project’s land use goal is to implement the project 
in a manner that supports regional and local land use 
and transportation plans. As stated in Chapter 1, the 
Puget Sound Regional Council’s (PSRC’s) VISION 
2040, the regional land use plan, focuses growth in 
urbanized areas. VISION 2040 rededicates the region’s 
commitment, as stated in VISION 2020, to enable 
residents to live near jobs and other urban activities, to 
help strengthen existing communities, and to promote 
bicycling, walking, and transit use. These focus areas 
are identified as “urban centers.” 
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EXHIBIT D-26 
Ridership by B-C Alternatives 
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In response to the state Growth Management Act, 
PSRC’s metropolitan transportation plan, Destination 
2030, established policies that prioritize new 
transportation services in areas that accept an 
increased share of growth. Because of limited funding, 
the Regional Transportation Improvement Program 
strategically focuses funding on developing regional 
growth centers and the corridors between them. The 
goal of this prioritization is to concentrate growth in 
existing urbanized areas and is considered the most 
efficient way to serve a greater share of the region’s 
population. Out of this vision, the East Link Project 
was prioritized to provide direct linkages to the transit 
markets in the urban centers, most specifically the 
Bellevue Transit Center, the densest portion of 
downtown Bellevue. 

Evaluating the alternatives against this background, 
the elevated alternatives on the edge of Downtown 
Bellevue (Alternatives C7E-B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, 
C7E-B7, C14E-B3, and C14E-B7), would be less 
supportive of the project’s land use goals than other 
alternatives. Among those alternatives, Alternatives 
C14E-B3 and C14E-B7 would be the worst at fulfilling 
the project’s land use goals. Alternative C14E is the 
most problematic from a land use perspective since it 
would provide only a single station in Downtown 
Bellevue, and this station is located on the eastern 
edge of downtown next to I-405. As a result, many 
commuters would find the station beyond a typical 
five to ten minute walking distance. This poor service 
could constrain the growth of Downtown Bellevue, 
which is a PSRC-designated Regional Growth Center. 
Alternatives that rely on Alternative C7E would 
provide a station one block closer to the Bellevue 
Transit Center, but still a longer walk to both bus 
transfers and downtown destinations than other 
alternatives. It would also provide a second 
downtown station with the Main Street Station, but its 
location would be on the very southeast edge of 
downtown.  

The remaining alternatives (Alternatives C11A-B2M, 
C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C11A-B7, C9T-B2M, 
C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C9T-B7, C1-B1, C2T-B2A, 
C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C2T-B7, C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-
B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, 
C8E-B2A, C8E-B2E, C8E-B3, C8E-B7, C9A-B2A, C9A-
B2E, C9A-B3, and C9A-B7) are better at satisfying the 
project’s land use goal. All of these alternatives 
provide a station directly adjacent to the Bellevue 
Transit Center, nearest the downtown core and most 
densely developed area of Downtown Bellevue. 

D.7.8.3 Sound Transit’s Implementation Goal 
The project’s implementation goal is to minimize risk 
in the corridor. Sound Transit developed plans to 
measure and address the two objectives under this 
goal by pursuing an ongoing community outreach and 
involvement plan to enhance stakeholder and 
community support and designing the East Link 
Project in a manner that reduces construction risk. The 
intent of the community support objective is to involve 
the community in the project development and design 
process such that the selected alternatives would 
reduce, or ideally avoid, controversy. The East Link 
Project has received considerable controversy from the 
communities in proximity to, and stakeholders with 
interests in, Segments B and C. None of the alternative 
combinations have achieved consensus. East Link 
Project development has continued Sound Transit’s 
commitment to involving the community at every step 
of the project’s 5-year process.  

Through NEPA and the State Environmental Policy 
Act (SEPA) process, Sound Transit has received 1,586 
comment letters, which have all been reviewed and 
responded to in the Final EIS. While the Draft EIS 
initially reviewed 19 combined alternatives for 
Segments B and C, as a result of comments and 
multiple workshops, the number of alternatives has 
grown to the 35 alternatives reviewed in this analysis. 
The additional alternatives have also been publicly 
vetted through an SDEIS. From the comment letters, 
public meetings, and stakeholder briefings, it is clear 
that many residents remain concerned about 
alternatives that are adjacent to their neighborhood. 
Beginning in September 2006, outreach activities have 
included hosting public open houses and workshops, 
offering information at local public meetings, making 
door-to-door visits, and conducting ongoing agency 
coordination. In addition, Sound Transit’s outreach 
staff has attended community events, posted regular 
project updates on the Sound Transit website, and 
mailed fact sheets and project announcements 
throughout the project corridor. 

To design the project in a manner that reduces 
construction risk, Sound Transit solicited the 
involvement of qualified experts to rate the 
comparative risk factors for the various alternatives. 
Risks factors include complexity, safety, stakeholder 
concerns and several other factors. These factors have 
been consolidated in the project cost estimates 
presented in Factor 7. 

D.7.8.4 Conclusions: Factor 5 
Factor 5 only addresses the degree to which the 
alternatives meet the transportation, land use and risk 
goals of the project’s purpose and need because the 
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environmental impact and cost goals of the purpose 
and need are reflected in other factors. The 
transportation goal is addressed through accessibility 
and ridership, whereas the land use goal assesses how 
well the project supports land use and transportation 
plans to serve population and employment centers. 
Risk has been managed equally for all alternatives, 
since extensive outreach has addressed and continues 
to address stakeholder concerns, and construction risk 
is considered in project cost estimates, which is 
evaluated in Factor 7. From a combined transportation 
and land use perspective, the alternatives that include 
a station directly adjacent to the Bellevue Transit 
Center and serve the South Bellevue Park-and-Ride, 
best serve the project purpose and need. Except when 
connecting from Alternative B7, these are the tunnel 
and at-grade alternatives as well as Alternative C8E-
B3. Although the station is further from the Bellevue 
Transit Center Alternative C7E-B2E is also included 
due to its high ridership.  

D.7.9 Factor 6: After Reasonable 
Mitigation, the Magnitude of Any 
Adverse Impacts to Resources Not 
Protected by Section 4(f)  
D.7.9.1 Analysis of Factor 6 
This factor emphasizes unavoidable environmental 
impacts to resources not protected by Section 4(f) after 
implementing mitigation measures. The context of this 
light rail project is that Sound Transit has designed 
alternatives that follow existing transportation 
corridors to the extent possible, through extensively 
developed urban centers with the objective of serving 
the highest-density transit markets. Given the 
intensity of adjacent uses, therefore, most of the 
project impacts can be fully mitigated. There are only 
relatively minor differences among the quantifiable 
impacts of the Segment B and C alternatives. The 
primary unavoidable impacts that cannot be 
completely mitigated are visual quality, minor 
vibration impacts, and construction impacts to 
businesses.  

All alternatives along Bellevue Way, except 
Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M, would lower 
the visual quality because of widening the Bellevue 
Way right-of-way to the west and removing mature 
vegetation. Additionally, Alternative C9A-B2A would 
lower the visual quality at 112th Avenue SE and Main 
Street as a result of the permanent straddle bents (the 
double-column piers that support a beam straddled 
over the roadway on which sits the guideway) as it 
turns onto Main Street. Alternatives C8E-B3 and C8E-
B7 would result in visual impacts along 110th Avenue 

NE, to residents and pedestrians. Mitigation measures 
would reduce the visual impacts for each alternative. 

A few vibration impacts might not be avoidable with 
standard mitigation measures. Alternatives C9A-B2A, 
C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, and C9A-B7 each would have three 
locations where project vibration is predicted to 
exceed FTA criteria. Alternatives C4E-B2A, C4E-B2E, 
C4E-B3, C4E-B7, C8E-B3, and C8E-B7 each would have 
two areas, and finally, Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-
B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C11A-B7, C9T-B2A, C9T-
B2E, C9T-B3, C9T-B7, C14E-B3, and C14E-B7 each 
would have one site where there are potential 
vibration impacts above the FTA criteria. The affected 
properties in all instances are hotels and the ability to 
mitigate these impacts would be reviewed again in 
final design. During construction, businesses might be 
adversely affected in Downtown Bellevue along the 
alignment of all alternatives being considered. 
Mitigation can reduce the effects, but it would not 
alleviate disruptions caused by reduced accessibility, 
noise and visibility. 

D.7.9.2 Conclusions: Factor 6 
All project alternatives have some unavoidable 
impacts related to visual quality, minor vibration, and 
temporary construction on businesses. These impacts 
would be minimized with project mitigation, and 
these impacts are not major discriminators that would 
eliminate any one alternative from consideration.  

D.7.10 Factor 7: Substantial Differences 
in Costs among the Alternatives 
D.7.10.1 Analysis of Factor 7 
The East Link Project includes the goal of providing a 
financially feasible solution to transit in the region. 
This includes the objective of building a system within 
a project budget that can be operated and maintained 
within available revenue. This goal is also intended to 
balance cost with performance as measured by cost 
effectiveness. Exhibit D-27 compares the cost for each 
alternative. This bar chart also defines what is 
fundable under the ST2 Plan revenues with and 
without the Sound Transit and City of Bellevue term 
sheet. The ST2 Plan, approved by the voters in 
November 2008, would fund the construction of the 
East Link Project. ST2 provides sufficient funding for 
an at-grade or elevated alternative through 
Downtown Bellevue (Segment C). However, if the 
Sound Transit Board selects the most expensive 
alternative in Segment B (Alternative B7), the only 
alternatives within the ST2 Plan budget assumptions 
would be the elevated alternatives on the edge of 
downtown Bellevue (Alternatives C7E and C14E). 
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EXHIBIT D-27 
Low and High Cost Comparison for Each Alternative
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If the Sound Transit Board selects a tunnel alternative 
in this segment, additional funding sources would be 
required. The tunnel alternatives (Alternatives C9T-
B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C9T-B7, C1T-B1, 
C2T-B2A, C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C2T-B7, C3T-B2A, C3T-
B2E, C3T-B3, and C3T-B7) are not fundable through 
the existing ST2 funding program. These alternatives 
are generally estimated to cost an additional $300 to 
$800 million above the cost of alternatives that rely 
upon an at-grade or elevated alternative. Three of the 
tunnel alternatives could, however, be made 
affordable.  Preferred Alternative C9T, combined with a 
112th Avenue approach into downtown Bellevue 
(Alternatives C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, and C9T-B2E), is the 
lowest cost of the tunnel alternatives and potentially 
affordable under the term sheet between the City of 
Bellevue and Sound Transit, if the city provides $150 
million in additional funding and accepts the 
alternative into downtown along 112th Avenue SE. 

Another metric that helps to understand the cost 
difference among alternatives is cost-effectiveness. 
Cost-effectiveness is measured as the project’s 
annualized cost divided by the projected number of 
riders that would be attracted each year, for a cost-per-
rider estimate. Annualized costs are the project’s 
construction costs averaged over the years of 
operation. Exhibit D-28 compares the cost 
effectiveness of each alternative. A lower dollar ($) 
cost per rider is a more efficient system, carrying more 
riders for less overall cost. 

A cost-effectiveness analysis shows that those 
alternatives that include Alternative B7 (Alternatives 
C11A-B7, C9T-B7, C2T-B7, C3T-B7, C4A-B7, C7E-B7, 
C8E-B7, C9A-B7, and C14E-B7), reduce the cost-
effectiveness for the Segment C alternative they 
connect with in Downtown Bellevue. This is because 
the costs are higher and the ridership lower than with 
other Segment B alternatives (e.g., Alternative C11A-
B7 has poor cost-effectiveness as compared with 
Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, and 
C11A-B3). Those alternatives that include a tunnel 
alternative in Downtown Bellevue generally have 
higher costs per rider than at-grade or elevated 
alternatives. Tunnels are inherently costlier, and 
therefore, unless they provide substantially higher 
ridership, they would have a high cost per rider 
(ranging between $8.70 to 11.90 per rider). 

Preferred Alternative C9T is the lowest cost tunnel 
alternative when combined with the alternatives that 
travel along 112th Avenue SE with only slightly lower 
ridership than the other tunnel alternatives. 
Alternatives C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, and C9T-B2E, 
therefore, are the most cost-effective of the tunnel 

alternatives. The elevated alternatives have a cost-
effectiveness similar to the at-grade alternatives. 
Similarly, those alternatives with an alternative at-
grade in Downtown Bellevue that connect with 
alternatives from 112th Avenue SE (Alternatives 
C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C4A-B2A, C4A-
B2E, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, and C9A-B3) have similar to 
or slightly lower ridership than the tunnel alternatives 
but at a lower construction cost and, therefore, have a 
low cost per rider. The elevated alternatives generally 
have both lower ridership and lower cost and, 
therefore, similar cost-effectiveness to the at-grade 
alternatives. 

D.7.10.2 Conclusions: Factor 7 
Conclusions for Factor 7 rely primarily on differences 
in project cost, but conclusions are also generally 
supported with the cost-effectiveness metric. The 
alternatives that rely upon a tunnel alternative would 
have a higher cost than at-grade or elevated 
alternatives through Downtown Bellevue. Of the 
tunnel alternatives, only Preferred Alternative C9T 
combined with a 112th Avenue SE approach into 
Downtown Bellevue (Alternatives C9T-B2M, C9T-B2E, 
and C9T-B2A) would be potentially affordable under 
the Sound Transit financial criteria with the City of 
Bellevue term sheet. Alternative B7 through South 
Bellevue would reduce the cost-effectiveness 
(Alternatives C11A-B7, C9T-B7, C2T-B7, C3T-B7, C4A-
B7, C7E-B7, C8E-B7, C9A-B7, and C14E-B7) for the 
alternatives that connect within Segment C.  

D.7.11 Least Harm Analysis: 
Conclusions 
As required by FTA regulations, this least harm 
analysis is required to balance and compare seven 
factors in evaluating which alternative, or alternatives, 
would have the least harm. As can be seen from the 
prior discussion, this evaluation and balancing is 
complex and qualitative in this instance because it 
requires comparing unlike criteria and weighing the 
relative importance of each factor and the relative 
strength or weakness of each alternative under each 
factor. It is, furthermore, important to note that the 
seven factors are not limited to evaluation of effects on 
Section 4(f) resources; FTA regulations specifically 
contemplate that this least harm analysis would 
balance protection of Section 4(f) resources against 
other considerations in project planning, including 
factors such as cost and impacts to nonprotected 
resources that have little relevance to the protection of 
Section 4(f) resources.
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EXHIBIT D-28 

Cost Effectiveness for Each Alternative 
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As a qualitative evaluation, the least harm analysis 
necessarily requires an element of judgment and 
evaluation. The previous discussion of each factor was 
designed to provide the technical and analytical bases 
for this evaluation. The following discussion 
summarizes the relative weighing of the 35 
alternatives under each of the seven required factors. 

D.7.11.1 Factors 1 and 2: The Ability of the 
Alternative to Mitigate Adverse Impacts to Each 
Section 4(f) Property (including any measures 
that result in benefits to the property) and The 
Relative Severity of the Remaining Harm, after 
Mitigation, to the Protected Activities, 
Attributes, or Features that Qualify Each Section 
4(f) Property for Protection 
With mitigation the following alternatives would 
result in net impacts on McCormick Park: Alternatives 
C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B2A, C4A-
B2E, C4A-B3, C4A-B7, C8E-B3, and C8E-B7. The visual 
impact created as a result of the presence of the 
guideway structure cannot be fully mitigated for 
McCormick Park. However, there would be a potential 
for net benefit on Mercer Slough Nature Park from 
Alternatives C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-
B3, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9T-B3, C2T-B2A, 
C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C4A-
B2A, C4A-B2E, C4A-B3, C7E-B2A, C7E-B2E, C7E-B3, 
C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3, and C14E-B3. The 
Winters House would be potentially impacted but 
with mitigation would have no net adverse impacts 
and, in fact, would receive net benefits from 
Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M.  

D.7.11.2 Factor 3: The Relative Significance of 
Each Section 4(f) Property 
All parks have been determined to be significant by 
the City of Bellevue; therefore, it is difficult to solely 
use the judgment of the City of Bellevue (as the 
resource manager for all of the Section 4(f) resources) 
as the basis upon which to distinguish the relative 
significance of the affected Section 4(f) resources. 
Mercer Slough Nature Park is a major regional 
resource, in contrast to Surrey Downs Park and 
McCormick Park, which are community resources and 
the NE 2nd Pocket Parks, which are an even more 
local park resource. This suggests that Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, as a regional park, is relatively more 
significant than other park resources. With respect to 
the Winters House, it is the only historic resource in 
the City of Bellevue on the NRHP; that makes this 
resource significant in comparison with the other 
affected resources.  

All alternatives affect Mercer Slough Nature Park, the 
most significant of the park resources. Some 

alternatives affect the other, less significant, parks. 
Only Alternatives C11A-B2M and C9T-B2M would 
potentially impact the Winter House, but these are 
also the only alternatives that offer a benefit to this 
resource. Other differences between alternatives are 
minor for this factor.  

D.7.11.3 Factor 4: The Views of the Official(s) 
with Jurisdiction over Each Section 4(f) 
Property 
The City of Bellevue’s current preferred alternative is 
the proposed modifications to C9T-B7 referred to as 
B7R.  In the past, the City has supported alternatives 
C9T-B7 and C2T-B3 with modifications. The 
alternatives consistent with the term sheet the City 
signed with Sound Transit are Alternatives C9T-B2M, 
C9T-B2A, and C9T-B2E. While the City’s preferred 
alternative has changed several times over the last few 
years, it is clear from the City’s extensive input and 
correspondence that impacts to Section 4(f) resources, 
while a consideration, have not been the primary 
determinant in the City’s choice of preferred 
alternative. Instead, the City has prioritized other 
factors more highly, including the importance of 
serving the South Bellevue Park-and-Ride market 
(either at the existing location or relocated south), 
developing a tunnel alternative through Downtown 
Bellevue, serving the Wilburton area east of I-405, and 
minimizing traffic and neighborhood impacts, 
regardless of the selected alternative. The only Section 
4(f) resource that the City has found that would be 
permanently adversely affected is McCormick Park. 
As to other Section 4(f) resources, the City has focused 
on ensuring adequate mitigation rather than 
necessarily on avoiding impacts. The City has 
evidently engaged in its own balancing of its broader 
planning objectives with impact concerns and 
mitigation to Section 4(f) resources. In this respect, the 
City’s approach appears to be similar to the analytical 
approach used in this least harm analysis.  

DAHP views the Winters House as an important 
resource for historic preservation. For those 
alternatives affecting the Winters House (Alternatives 
C9T-B2M and C11A-B2M), Sound Transit has 
incorporated protective measures during construction 
and mitigation measures that result in net benefits to 
the Winters House. 

D.7.11.4 Factor 5: Degree to Which Each 
Alternative Meets the Project Purpose and Need 
Factor 5 only addresses the degree to which the 
alternatives meet the transportation, land use and risk 
goals of the project’s purpose and need because the 
environmental impact and cost goals of the purpose 
and need are reflected in other factors. The 
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transportation goal is represented by ridership, 
whereas the land use goal assesses how well the 
project supports land use and transportation plans to 
serve population and employment centers. The 
analysis found that the risk goals did not inform the 
least harm analysis because construction risk is 
reflected in the cost estimates and enhancing 
community support does not differentiate alternatives. 
Those alternatives with higher ridership and that 
provide support for land use were generally found to 
have the least harm for this factor. From a ridership 
perspective, Alternatives connecting to B7 and to C14E 
perform poorly compared with the other alternatives. 
From a combined transportation and land use 
perspective, the alternatives that include a station 
directly adjacent to the Bellevue Transit Center and 
serve the South Bellevue Park-and-Ride best serve the 
project purpose and need. Except when combined 
with Alternative B7, these alternatives are the tunnel 
and at-grade alternatives in Segment C. Although the 
station is further from the Bellevue Transit Center for 
Alternative C7E-B2E, this alternative is also included 
due to its high ridership.  

D.7.11.5 Factor 6: After Reasonable Mitigation, 
the Magnitude of Any Adverse Impacts to 
Resources Not Protected by Section 4(f) 
All project alternatives have some unavoidable 
impacts related to visual quality, vibration impacts, or 
construction impacts on nearby businesses. These 
impacts would be minimized with project mitigation 
and are not major discriminators in the comparative 
alternatives evaluation.  

D.7.11.6 Factor 7: Substantial Differences in 
Costs among the Alternatives 
Alternatives that can be fully funded are considered to 
have least harm under Factor 7. Cost-effectiveness 
(annualized cost per rider) is discussed under Factor 7 
to provide additional information about the cost of an 
alternative. 

Most tunnel alternatives (Alternatives C1T-B1, C9T-B3, 
C9T-B7, C2T-B2A, C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C2T-B7, C3T-
B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, and C3T-B7) are not affordable 
under Sound Transit criteria. And Alternative B7 is 
only affordable in Alternative C14E-B7 or C7E-B7. 
Preferred Alternative C9T combined with a 112th 
Avenue SE alternative into Downtown Bellevue 
(Alternatives C9T-B2M, C9T-B2E, and C9T-B2A) is 
potentially affordable to Sound Transit pursuant to the 
terms of a tentative agreement between Sound Transit 
and the City of Bellevue. Alternatives C11A-B7, C9T-
B3, C9T-B7, C1T-B1, C2T-B2A, C2T-B2E, C2T-B3, C2T-
B7, C3T-B2A, C3T-B2E, C3T-B3, C3T-B7, C4A-B7, C7E-

B7, C8E-B7, C9A-B7, and C14E-B7 have poor cost-
effectiveness. 

D.7.12 Conclusions 
In making the least harm conclusion all seven factors 
have been considered and weighed, as required by 
Section 4(f) regulations. This weighing was complex 
for two reasons. First, there is not a universally 
accepted best practice for balancing and weighing the 
factors. Second, the factors are fundamentally unlike: 
there is no quantitative way, for example, to compare 
the views of officials with responsibility for 4(f) 
resources (Factor 4) with the magnitude of impacts on 
non-4(f) resources (Factor 6). 

All seven factors were weighed. In the unique 
circumstance of the analysis for this project, however, 
several of the factors were relatively easier to weigh 
than others and therefore did not require subtle 
analysis. Almost all the alternatives were identical 
under Factors 4 and 6 and relatively similar under 
Factor 3. Therefore, these three factors do not 
substantially differentiate between the 35 alternatives 
and do not influence the result of this least harm 
analysis. It was also relatively simple to compare 
alternatives under Factor 7 since quantitative data is 
available on cost effectiveness and on difference in 
cost. The alternatives can effectively be ranked under 
Factor 7.  

Factors 1 and 2 are largely qualitative and require 
more subtle and nuanced balancing. In the unique 
circumstance of this analysis, Factor 1 effectively 
divides the alternatives into two categories – those 
whose impacts can be mitigated and those that cannot. 
Impacts to all Section 4(f) resources can be effectively 
mitigated except for the impacts to McCormick Park. 
Therefore, any alternatives that would adversely affect 
McCormick Park would rank lower on Factor 1 and 
necessarily lower in the overall least harm 
analysis. Similarly, Factor 2 also divides the 
alternatives into those with remaining harm to 
McCormick Park and those that do not have 
remaining harm to any of the Section 4(f) resources. 
Those with remaining harm rank lower in the least 
harm analysis.  

By definition, since all alternatives are considered to 
be feasible and prudent, they all satisfy the purpose 
and need for the project. In this case, then, Factor 5, 
calls for some judgment about the relative degree to 
which an alternative meets the purpose and need and 
the relative complexities that an alternative will 
present. Factor 5 only addresses the degree to which 
the alternatives meet the transportation, land use and 
risk goals of the project’s purpose and need because 
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the environmental impact and cost goals of the 
purpose and need are reflected in other factors. The 
transportation goal is represented by ridership, a 
quantitative measure, whereas the land use goal is a 
qualitative assessment of how well the project 
supports land use and transportation plans to serve 
population and employment centers. The analysis 
found that the risk goals did not inform the least harm 
analysis because construction risk is reflected in the 
cost estimates and enhancing community support 
does not differentiate alternatives. Those alternatives 
with higher ridership and that provide support for 
land use were found to have the least harm for this 
factor. 

The conclusion from this qualitative and comparative 
analysis of the least harm Factors is that Alternatives 
C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C9T-B2M, 
C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9A-B2A, C9A-B2E, C9A-B3 and 
C7E-B2E are equally the alternatives with the least 
harm. Table D-9 summarizes the results of the 
analysis. Those alternatives that have the least harm 
for a particular factor are shaded in green and those 
alternatives with the least harm overall are shaded in 
yellow.  
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TABLE D-9 
Summary of Least Harm Factors  

Alternative 

Number of 
Section 4(f) 
Resources 
Potentially 
Affected 

Section 4(f) 
Resource 
Affected 

Factor 1: 
Ability to 
Mitigate 

Factor 2: Severity of 
Remaining Harm on 

Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 3: Relative 
Significance of 

Section 4(f) Lands
Factor 4: Views 

of Officialsa 

Factor 5: Ability to 
Meet Purpose and 

Needb 

Factor 6: 
Magnitude of 

Impacts on non-
Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 7: 
Substantial 

Difference in Cost 

C11A-B2M 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park, Winters 
House 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits to Winters 
House and Mercer 
Slough Nature Park in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park , 
Winters House most 
significant 
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Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

 

C11A-B2A 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefit Mercer Slough 
Nature Park objectives 
in expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

 

C11A-B2E 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas. 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use support,  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

 

C11A-B3 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas.  

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

 

C11A-B7 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 None 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Lower than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

 

C9T-B2M 4 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park, NE 2nd 
Pocket Parks, 
Winters House 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits to Winters 
House and Mercer 
Slough Nature Park in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park , 
Winters House most 
significant 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget with funding 
under Bellevue term 

sheet 
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TABLE D-9 CONTINUED 
Summary of Least Harm Factors  

Alternative 

Number of 
Section 4(f) 
Resources 
Potentially 
Affected 

Section 4(f) 
Resource 
Affected 

Factor 1: 
Ability to 
Mitigate 

Factor 2: Severity of 
Remaining Harm on 

Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 3: Relative 
Significance of 

Section 4(f) Lands
Factor 4: Views 

of Officialsa 

Factor 5: Ability to 
Meet Purpose and 

Needb 

Factor 6: 
Magnitude of 

Impacts on non-
Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 7: 
Substantial 

Difference in Cost 

C9T-B2A 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park, NE 2nd 
Pocket Parks  

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 
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Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  
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Within ST2 Plan 
budget with funding 
under Bellevue term 

sheet 

C9T-B2E 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas. 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget with funding 
under Bellevue term 

sheet 

C9T-B3 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget  

C9T-B7 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 None 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Lower than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C1T-B1 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas.  

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C2T-B2A 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 
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TABLE D-9 CONTINUED 
Summary of Least Harm Factors  

Alternative 

Number of 
Section 4(f) 
Resources 
Potentially 
Affected 

Section 4(f) 
Resource 
Affected 

Factor 1: 
Ability to 
Mitigate 

Factor 2: Severity of 
Remaining Harm on 

Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 3: Relative 
Significance of 

Section 4(f) Lands
Factor 4: Views 

of Officialsa 

Factor 5: Ability to 
Meet Purpose and 

Needb 

Factor 6: 
Magnitude of 

Impacts on non-
Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 7: 
Substantial 

Difference in Cost 

C2T-B2E 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas.  

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 
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Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C2T-B3 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C2T-B7 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 None 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Lower than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C3T-B2A 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park 

 Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact in 
McCormick Park 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C3T-B2E 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact in 
McCormick Park 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas. 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C3T-B3 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact in 
McCormick Park 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 
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TABLE D-9 CONTINUED 
Summary of Least Harm Factors  

Alternative 

Number of 
Section 4(f) 
Resources 
Potentially 
Affected 

Section 4(f) 
Resource 
Affected 

Factor 1: 
Ability to 
Mitigate 

Factor 2: Severity of 
Remaining Harm on 

Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 3: Relative 
Significance of 

Section 4(f) Lands
Factor 4: Views 

of Officialsa 

Factor 5: Ability to 
Meet Purpose and 

Needb 

Factor 6: 
Magnitude of 

Impacts on non-
Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 7: 
Substantial 

Difference in Cost 

C3T-B7 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact in 
McCormick Park 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 
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 Lower than average 

ridership, supports 
land use  

 

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C4A-B2A 4 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park, NE 2nd 
Pocket Parks, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact in 
McCormick Park, 
Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  
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Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C4A-B2E 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact on 
McCormick Park, 
Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas. 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Higher than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C4A-B3 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact on 
McCormick Park 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Average ridership, 
supports land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C4A-B7 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact on 
McCormick Park 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Lower than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C7E-B2A 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Lower than average 
ridership, poor support 
of land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 
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TABLE D-9 CONTINUED 
Summary of Least Harm Factors  

Alternative 

Number of 
Section 4(f) 
Resources 
Potentially 
Affected 

Section 4(f) 
Resource 
Affected 

Factor 1: 
Ability to 
Mitigate 

Factor 2: Severity of 
Remaining Harm on 

Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 3: Relative 
Significance of 

Section 4(f) Lands
Factor 4: Views 

of Officialsa 

Factor 5: Ability to 
Meet Purpose and 

Needb 

Factor 6: 
Magnitude of 

Impacts on non-
Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 7: 
Substantial 

Difference in Cost 

C7E-B2E 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas.  

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 
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Much higher than 
average ridership, 
poor support of land 
use  

 

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C7E-B3 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Average ridership, 
poor support of land 
use  
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Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C7E-B7 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 None 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much lower than 
average ridership, 
poor support of land 
use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C8E-B3 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact on 
McCormick Park 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C8E-B7 3 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks, 
McCormick 
Park 

Not 
McCormick 
Park 

Visual impact on 
McCormick Park 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Lower than average 
ridership, supports 
land use  

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C9A-B2A 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
Surrey Downs 
Park, NE 2nd 
Pocket Parks 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Average ridership, 
supports land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C9A-B2E 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much higher than 
average ridership, 
supports land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 
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TABLE D-9 CONTINUED 
Summary of Least Harm Factors  

Alternative 

Number of 
Section 4(f) 
Resources 
Potentially 
Affected 

Section 4(f) 
Resource 
Affected 

Factor 1: 
Ability to 
Mitigate 

Factor 2: Severity of 
Remaining Harm on 

Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 3: Relative 
Significance of 

Section 4(f) Lands
Factor 4: Views 

of Officialsa 

Factor 5: Ability to 
Meet Purpose and 

Needb 

Factor 6: 
Magnitude of 

Impacts on non-
Section 4(f) 
Resources 

Factor 7: 
Substantial 

Difference in Cost 

C9A-B3 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 
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 Average ridership, 

supports land use  
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Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C9A-B7 2 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park, 
NE 2nd Pocket 
Parks 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 None 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much Lower than 
average ridership , 
supports land use 

Not within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C14E-B3 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

Benefits Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 
objectives in 
expanding natural 
areas 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Lower than average 
ridership, poor support 
of land use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

C14E-B7 1 Mercer Slough 
Nature Park 

Impacts 
fully 
mitigable 

 None 

 

Mercer Slough 
Nature Park most 
significant 

Much Lower than 
average ridership, 
poor support of land 
use  

Within ST2 Plan 
budget 

Notes: Alternatives that have the least harm for a particular factor are shaded in green, and alternatives with the least harm overall are shaded in yellow. 
a Whether the City of Bellevue supports an alternative or not does not necessarily reflect their views of Section 4(f) significance. 
b The transportation, land use and risk elements of the project’s purpose and need are reflected in Factor 5, whereas the environmental element is addressed separately under Factors 1,2, and 
6 and the cost element is addressed separately under Factor 7. 
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D.8 Section 6(f) and Washington 
State Recreation and 
Conservation Office Resources 
and Impacts  
Section 6(f) lands are those that have been funded for 
acquisition or improvement through the LWCF grants. 
The conversion of any portion of these lands follows 
Title 36 CFR 59.3 of the Land and Water Conservation 
Fund Program, which instructs the following: 

(1) All practical alternatives to the proposed 
conversion have been evaluated. 

(2) The fair market value of the property to be 
converted has been established and the property 
proposed for substitution is of at least equal fair 
market value as established by an approved 
appraisal (prepared in accordance with uniform 
Federal appraisal standards) excluding the value 
of structures or facilities that will not serve a 
recreation purpose. 

(3) The property proposed for replacement is of 
reasonably equivalent usefulness and location as 
that being converted. Dependent upon the 
situation and at the discretion of the Regional 
Director, the replacement property need not 
provide identical recreation experiences or be 
located at the same site, provided it is in a 
reasonably equivalent location. 

The Washington State Recreation and Conservation 
Office (RCO) administers Section 6(f) of the LWCF 
Act. The RCO website (http://www.rco.wa.gov/) was 

accessed on February 13, 2007, and RCO staff was 
contacted in September and October 2009 to identify 
Section 6(f) resources in the East Link study area. 
Project staff also met with NPS and RCO staff on April 
12, 2010. Mercer Slough Nature Park has benefited 
from LWCF monies, which contributed to acquiring 
multiple parcels to establish the park in 1974 and 1978. 
Exhibit D-5 shows the area, approximately 130 acres, 
purchased with these funds. In addition, RCO funds 
have been used to further acquire portions of the park. 
King County also received RCO funds for to develop 
portions of Marymoor Park, but no LWCF grants. 
Properties funded by RCO are subject to similar 
requirements for conversion as Section 6(f) without 
requiring approval from the NPS.  

A conversion of recreational use must be approved by 
RCO and the NPS (for Section 6(f) property) according 
to the prerequisites listed above. A portion of both the 
Section 6(f) LWCF- and RCO-funded properties in 
Mercer Slough Nature Park is jointly owned by 
Washington State Parks. Table D-10 shows the acreage 
impacts to Section 6(f), RCO, and Washington State 
Parks property in Mercer Slough Nature Park for each 
Segment B alternative.  

D.8.1 Section 6(f) Impacts 
The LWCF Act requires that before Section 6(f) 
properties are converted, the agency proposing the 
conversion must ensure that “all practical 
alternatives” to converting Section 6(f) properties have 
been evaluated. As described above, the No Build 
Alternative would avoid uses of all Section 6(f) 
resources, however, it does not meet the purpose and 
need of the East Link Project. 

TABLE D-10  
Segment B Impacts on Section 6(f) LWCF and RCO Parks and Open Spaces in Mercer Slough Nature Park 

Impact (acres) 

Alternative 

Preferred 
Alternative 
C11A-B2M 

(acres)  

Preferred 
Alternative 
C9T-B2M 
(acres) 

Alternative 
C9T-B2A, 

C11A-B2A, 
or C9A-B2A 

(acres) 

Alternative 
C9T-B2E, 

C11A-B2E, 
or C9A-B2E 

(acres) 

Alternative C11A-B3 
(high range is due to 
B3 - 114th Extension 

Design Option) 
(acres) 

Section 6(f) LWCF-Funded 

Impacted area (permanent/construction)  0.3/0.4 0.3/0.4 0.1/0.2 0/0 0.1/0.2 to 0.3 

Section 6(f) total a 0.8 0.8 0.3 0/0 0.3 to 0.4 

Washington RCO-Funded 

Impacted area (permanent/construction) 0.7/1.0 0.7/1.0 0.6/0.4 0.2/0.3 0.6/0.4 

RCO totala 1.7 1.7 1.0 0.4 1.0 

a Includes operational and construction impacts and might not equal the sum of operation and construction impacts shown due to rounding.
b Washington State Parks has ownership interest in portions of the Section 6(f) LWCF-funded property and RCO-funded property. 
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Portions of the park acquired and or developed 
through LWCF monies do not operate independent of 
the larger Mercer Slough Nature Park. Therefore, 
while the specific impact on Section 6(f) alternatives 
varies by alternative, all Segment B alternatives affect 
Mercer Slough Nature Park. The avoidance alternative 
analysis as conducted under the Section 4(f) analysis is 
applied to these lands as well. Please refer to 
Section D.6.2 of this document for an avoidance 
alternatives discussion, which leads to the Least Harm 
Analysis in Section D.7. 

As discussed under the Section 4(f) analysis, the 
avoidance alternatives in Segment B cannot be 
separated from Segment C alternatives impacts. 
Section D.6.1 reviews the range of avoidance 
alternatives for Mercer Slough Nature Park. This 
analysis concluded that completely avoiding the park 
would not be prudent since new routes would result 
in more extensive impacts on the larger community 
and adjacent neighborhood relative to the minor 
impacts that can be fully mitigated to Mercer Slough 
Nature Park. 

Since no prudent and feasible avoidance alternative 
exists to avoid Mercer Slough Nature Park, a least 
harm analysis was developed in Section D.7. The least 
harm analysis results in C11A-B2M, C11A-B2A, C11A-
B2E, C11A-B3, C9T-B2M, C9T-B2A, C9T-B2E, C9A-
B2A, C9A-B3, C9A-B2E and C7E-B2E Alternatives. The 
LWCF area that would be converted depends 
uniquely on which alternative is selected.  

Impacts are analyzed in light of park objectives for 
which the LWCF were used. As stated in the Mercer 
Slough Open Space Master Plan Environmental Impact 
Statement (City of Bellevue, 1990), park objectives` 
consist of the following:  

 Maintain and enhance the extensive wetland 
wildlife habitat. 

 Provide environmental education and awareness 
and maintain and diversify Bellevue’s agricultural 
heritage. 

 Participate in regional and national efforts to 
understand wetland ecosystems through research 
in restoration enhancement techniques. 

 Provide passive recreational opportunities in 
harmony with natural system preservation. 

 Maintain and protect important views and open 
space values. 

The alternatives that affect the Section 6(f) resources 
have permanent impacts ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 acre 
and temporary impacts ranging from 0.0 to 0.4 acre. 
However, because the LWCF Act considers using the 

property for longer than 6 months, which is not 
considered a temporary use but a full conversion of 
use, the total impact includes permanent and 
temporary acquisition. Table D-10 shows the Section 
6(f) impacts for the Least Harm alternatives. While 
only a small portion of the Section 6(f) property would 
be converted, indirect impacts on the unconverted 
area must be evaluated along with the direct impacts 
on the converted area. 

The portion of the LWCF Section 6(f) area that would 
be converted due to direct acquisition is along the 
roadway intersection of Bellevue Way SE and 
112th Avenue SE as illustrated in Exhibit D-4. This 
area has a steep grade and is difficult to access, with 
no trails, except for the Mercer Slough Nature Park 
Periphery Trail+. There is a planned trail in the Section 
6(f) property that would remain possible with current 
East Link designs. The permanent acquisition area 
would not include wetlands, although a small area of 
wetland (less than 0.1 acre) would be within the 
temporary construction area. This wetland area would 
be considered part of the total conversion area because 
construction would last longer than 6 months.  

The portion of Mercer Slough Nature Park acquired 
with LWCF serves many of the park objectives, with 
the exception of the objective regarding Bellevue’s 
agricultural heritage. Along the edge of the area that 
would be acquired, park users include walkers and 
joggers. Most of this use occurs on the east side of the 
Mercer Slough channel, but some use does occur on 
the west side of the park, although not within the 
Section 6(f) property affected by East Link alternatives. 
Wildlife viewing is an activity in the internal areas of 
the park. Also, as part of a large nature park that 
provides open space in an urban area, this Section 6(f) 
property protects views and open space values. Views 
from existing trails and planned trails proposed in the 
City of Bellevue’s 2009 Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Transportation Plan (City of Bellevue, 2009) for the 
Section 6(f) property are largely sheltered due to 
topography and existing vegetation. 

A series of photographs are provided in Attachment 
D2 that shows views of and from the Section 6(f) 
property towards the proposed East Link Project to 
determine whether any viewpoint from the Section 
6(f) property would be affected. Attachment D2 also 
provides a key map of photograph locations. Due to 
topography and the height of vegetation, the only 
potential impact would be from planned trails, but this 
is inconclusive since access could not be achieved 
under current conditions. Also, funding is not 
currently available for the planned trail, and therefore, 
the effect might not occur. The LWCF Section 6(f) area 
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is just south of and borders a portion of the water trail 
running west to east. Views from this trail toward the 
project might be possible to varying amounts 
depending on the alternative constructed, but it is 
adjacent to the Bellevue Office Park and, therefore, 
does not represent the Mercer Slough Nature Park 
objectives. 

Much of the 6(f) property provides wetland wildlife 
habitat and opportunities for research in restoring and 
enhancing the habitat. Established trails, including the 
water trail, provide opportunities for education and 
passive recreation (access beyond trails requires escort 
by parks staff and is not considered a regular park 
use). Night use also occurs in the park as part of 
scheduled programming through City of Bellevue 
Parks or requires permission from the City. 

D.8.1.1 Preferred Alternatives 
Preferred Alternative (B2M) portion of the C11A-B2M 
and the C9T-B2M Preferred Alternatives would acquire 
0.8 acre of Section 6(f) property located east of 
Bellevue Way and adjacent to the Bellevue Way SE 
and 112th Avenue NE intersection or less than 
1 percent of the total Section 6(f) property. Of this 
acreage, 0.3 acre would be permanently acquired for 
the C11A-B2M and the C9T-B2M Preferred Alternatives, 
with the remainder used as a temporary construction 
easement to be restored after project construction. The 
C11A-B2M and the C9T-B2M Preferred Alternatives may 
result in relocating the planned trail’s access to 
Bellevue Way SE in the northwest corner of the park. 

People using the water trail along the northern 
boundary of the Section 6(f) property may have 
upward views of the catenaries and east face of the 
retaining wall until the vegetation matures. The 
vegetation would likely screen parts of the retaining 
wall and catenaries once mature. In addition, the wall 
and catenaries would not be out of character with the 
built elements of the parking and buildings in 
Bellefield Office Park located north of the Section 6(f) 
property.  

Because the C11A-B2M and the C9T-B2M Preferred 
Alternatives would travel in retained cut in the 
northern half of Bellevue Way SE and portions of 
112th Avenue SE, it is unlikely that the train would be 
seen from any portion of the Section 6(f) property. 
Similarly, light from the light rail trains is not expected 
to be visible from the Section 6(f) portions of the park 
at night due to the guideway’s elevation and north-
south orientation. The lights might be visible from the 
water trail where there is a visual opening toward the 
elevated portion of the alternative and the elevated 

I-90 ramps, but this view is already affected by vehicle 
traffic. 

As described in Section 4.7, Noise and Vibration, 
existing noise levels in Mercer Slough Nature Park is 
bordered on two sides by two interstate highways, I-
90 and I-405 and on a third by the major arterial South 
Bellevue Way, a park-and-ride, and a commercial 
office park, where “quiet” is not an essential element 
as outlined in FTA criteria for park noise analysis. The 
active park uses along the west perimeter include the 
boat launch, blueberry farm, and Winters House and 
are not considered noise sensitive. The central portions 
of Mercer Slough Nature Park contain uses that do 
meet the criteria as noise-sensitive – such as nature 
watching and protected trails.  

Sound Transit conducted a noise impact analysis for 
park users in Mercer Slough Nature Park. The typical 
noise levels at the edge of the park are between 
61 decibels (dBA) and 67 dBA, and the internal noise 
level measured from the middle of the park is 58 dBA. 
Therefore, for this analysis, the FTA Category 3 land 
use, which includes certain parks and recreational 
areas, was used to determine compliance with noise 
impact FTA criteria. Light rail noise levels from 
operation of the Preferred Alternatives C11A-B2M and 
C9T-B2M are predicted to be lower than the existing 
noise levels by 3 dBa Leq or more at active and noise 
sensitive locations within the park. Also the project 
noise levels are well under the FTA noise impact 
criteria. 

Because there would be no substantial impacts that 
diminish the value or function of the Section 6(f) areas 
of the park not directly impacted, the conversion area 
would be limited to the directly converted area 
consisting of permanent and temporary acquisition. 

D.8.1.2 Other Segment B-C Alternatives 
Affecting Section 6(f) Property 
Alternatives C11A-B2A, C11A-B2E, C11A-B3, C9T-
B2A, C9T-B2E, C9A-B2A, and C9A-B2E would all 
result in similar impacts on the Section 6(f) property as 
the C11A-B2M and the C9T-B2M Preferred Alternatives 
regarding visibility from Section 6(f) property, noise 
effects, and light. Most of these alternatives would 
acquire property (refer to Table D-10) as part of 
widening the intersection at Bellevue Way and 112th 
Avenue SE to accommodate the light rail guideway. 
The difference is that the light rail would be in the 
roadway, and the trees closest to the roadway would 
be removed, as opposed to leaving trees along the 
roadway and placing the guideway below the 
roadway grade in the park. Because the alternatives 
would not cause indirect impacts that would diminish 
the value or function of the Section 6(f) areas of the 
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park, the conversion area would be limited to the 
lands permanently and temporarily affected. 
Mitigation for any of the least harm alternatives is 
limited to the property replacement. For Section 6(f) 
purposes, a replacement property acquired for 
mitigation must constitute a viable recreational unit. 
Therefore, if the replacement property is not adjacent 
to an existing recreational resource, it may need to be 
developed for recreational use. 

D.8.2 Section 6(f) Conversion  
Sound Transit has conducted a preliminary review of 
property adjacent to and having similar market value 
and function as the Section 6(f) lands. Sound Transit 
has determined that a number of properties exists that 
are of equivalent usefulness and location as the lands 
being converted. These potential properties meet the 
park objectives to maintain and enhance the extensive 
wetland wildlife habitat, are located adjacent to 
Mercer Slough Nature Park, and contain wetland 
areas. 

The NPS prerequisites for conversion approval state 
that all necessary coordination with other federal 
agencies must be satisfactorily accomplished. In 
addition, in cases where the proposed conversion arises 
from another federal action, final review of the 
proposal will not occur until the NPS Regional Office is 
assured that all environmental review requirements 
related to the project action have been met. This process 
is under way, in conjunction with FTA through the 
Final EIS process.  

Due to the timing of the project environmental 
evaluation and the need to demonstrate completion of 
all other environmental review requirements, Sound 
Transit will provide the additional environmental 
evaluation regarding potential replacement property 
for Section 6(f) conversion consistent with NPS NEPA 
requirements after the Final EIS is published. FTA can 
issue its NEPA determination and Record of Decision 
before the NPS determination. Once the Record of 
Decision confirms which alternative will be 
constructed, Sound Transit will coordinate with NPS 
to complete the 6(f) Section process. NPS evaluation 
will meet the remaining prerequisites for conversion 
approval, including establishing the fair market value 
of the property to be converted and the property 
proposed for substitution, which will be of at least 
equal fair market value as established by an approved 
appraisal. In addition, environmental evaluation of the 
conversion will analyze the impacts of converting the 
replacement property. Replacement property will be 
of similar function and recreation value. Sound Transit 
will coordinate with the City of Bellevue so that the 
proposed conversion and substitution are in accord 

with the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation 
Plan (SCORP). 

D.8.3 RCO-Funded Property  
Converting properties acquired with RCO funds 
follows a similar conversion analysis as the Section 6(f) 
lands, although the RCO oversees this process rather 
than the NPS. In addition, Washington State Parks has 
an ownership interest in a portion of the RCO 
property impacted by the project, requiring 
consultation with that agency.  

D.8.3.1 Preferred 112th SE Modified Alternative 
(B2M) 
The C11A-B2M and the C9T-B2M Preferred Alternatives 
would acquire 1.7 acres of RCO property along 
Bellevue Way SE north of the existing South Bellevue 
Park-and-Ride. Of this total acreage, 0.7 acre would be 
permanently acquired, with the remainder used as a 
temporary construction easement to be restored after 
project construction. While only a small portion of the 
RCO property would be converted, indirect impacts 
on the unconverted area must be evaluated in addition 
to the direct impacts on the converted area.  

Buildings, parking, and access associated with the 
blueberry farm occupy a portion of the RCO area that 
would be converted due to direct acquisition along 
Bellevue Way SE. The Heritage Trail crosses the 
property, running northward parallel to Bellevue Way 
SE, to connect to the Winters House and to the 
southeast toward Mercer Slough East; the Mercer 
Slough Nature Park Periphery Trail, which consists of 
the sidewalk along Bellevue Way SE, also crosses the 
edge of the property. A small area of wetland at the 
south end of the property, just north of the park-and-
ride, would be acquired for the project, and the 
remaining permanent and temporary impact area is 
wetland buffer.  

The portion of the RCO-funded Mercer Slough Nature 
Park that would be acquired by the project serves the 
park objective regarding Bellevue’s agricultural 
heritage because this is the access to the blueberry 
farm. As described above in the Section 4(f) 
evaluation, this edge of the park is characterized by 
active use and access to the blueberry farm and the 
park’s interior trails. The blueberry farm’s driveway 
would be relocated and combined with the Winters 
House driveway. A small area of trail at the north end 
of the affected property would be relocated slightly to 
connect with the trail segment to the north that would 
also be relocated due to the light rail guideway 
(Exhibit D-4).  

The Winters House and the retail activities of the 
blueberry farm would be closed during construction. 
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The Eastside Heritage Center would be relocated and 
the rental use of the Winters House would not occur 
during construction. Farming operations at the 
blueberry farm would be maintained during 
construction, but public access and u-pick would not 
be permitted. The blueberry farm retail activities 
would be relocated to enable the business to continue 
operating during construction. Relocating a small 
segment of the trail would not substantially affect 
access to the property or the park, and detours would 
be provided during construction for temporary 
closures. Finally, as discussed in Section D.7.1, light 
rail project operation and construction would not 
affect the uses in the park’s interior because the project 
would have no noise impacts due to the current 
ambient noise levels from adjacent roadways and 
because the at-grade alignment would not have a 
visual impact. 

Converting the RCO area that would be directly 
impacted by the light rail guideway would not result 
in indirect impacts on the remainder of the RCO 
property or the park; therefore, the conversion area 
would be only that area acquired for project operation 
and construction. Similar to the Section 6(f) conversion 
process described above, Sound Transit will provide 
additional environmental evaluation regarding 
potential replacement property for RCO conversion as 
required.  

D.8.3.2 Other Segment B Alternatives 
All Segment B alternatives, with the exception of 
Alternative B7, would acquire portions of the RCO-
funded property in Mercer Slough Nature Park, but 
these alternatives would require less acreage than 
Preferred Alternative B2M. Of these alternatives, 
Alternatives B2A, B3, and B3 - 114th Design Option 
would acquire the most acreage at 0.9 acre, and 
Alternatives B1and B2E would acquire the least at 
0.4 acre. Impacts would be similar to those discussed 
for Preferred Alternative B2M. However, Alternatives 
B2A, B2E, B3, and B3 – 114th Design Option are 
elevated for much of their length along Bellevue Way 
SE and would be more visible from the park. 

D.8.3.3 Preferred Marymoor Alternative (E2) 
Marymoor Park was developed with RCO funding 
(non-Land and Water Conservation Fund monies). 
Preferred Alternative E2 would acquire approximately 
2.0 acres for project operation and 3.0 acres for 
construction. Sound Transit would provide 
replacement land per requirements. The project would 
not impair RCO-protected park activities, features, or 
attributes. Similar to the Section 6(f) conversion 
process described above, FTA and Sound Transit will 
provide additional environmental evaluation 

regarding potential replacement property for RCO 
conversion.  

Preferred Alternative E2 would require lowering the 
profile of the Bear Creek Trail up to 30 feet in length. 
This trail has received RCO funding. It has also 
received LWCF grants on segments of the trail which 
are not impacted by the project. Similarly, East Lake 
Sammamish Trail has received LWCF grants, but in 
segments not affected by Preferred Alternative E2.  

D.8.3.4 Other Segment E Alternatives 
The other Segment E alternatives would be elevated 
over Bear Creek Trail. For the East Lake Sammamish 
Trail, both alternatives would relocate a portion of the 
trail. Similar to Bear Creek Trail, this trail has received 
RCO funding. It has also received 6(f) funding for 
certain segments of the trail, which are not anticipated 
to be impacted by the project. 

D.9 Record of Coordination 
Sound Transit assessed existing conditions at each 
Section 4(f) property by visiting the sites, consulting 
with agencies or municipalities with jurisdiction over 
the 4(f) properties, and reviewing available planning 
documents and files maintained by relevant 
municipalities and agencies. Consultation efforts for 
Section 4(f), Section 6(f), and RCO resources are 
recorded in Table D-11. Sound Transit and FTA 
solicited written correspondence from the local 
officials with jurisdiction in terms of the significance of 
the resource, the nature and magnitude of the 
potential impact, and the acceptability of proposed 
mitigation (copies of these letters where the local 
agencies of jurisdiction concurred with de minimis are 
provided as Attachment D1). In addition, a series of 
meetings have been held with the officials with 
jurisdiction regarding the parks and trails affected by 
the East Link alternatives. Sound Transit also 
consulted with NPS and RCO regarding impacts to 
Section 6(f) and RCO property and acceptable 
procedures and criteria for converting Section 6(f) and 
RCO funded park land. Based on the analysis 
presented, and in cooperation with the local agencies 
with jurisdiction, FTA has made a determination of de 
minimis for the 4(f) resources under the jurisdiction of 
the Cities of Seattle, Mercer Island, and Redmond and 
King County. Sound Transit coordinated with the 
SHPO to identify properties listed or eligible for listing 
in the NRHP and consulted with the SHPO regarding 
potential adverse effects. Section 4.17 of the Final EIS 
and the Final EIS Appendix H4 Historic and 
Archaeological Resources Technical Report provide 
additional detail. Letters related to Section 106 
referenced in Table D-11 below can be found in 
Appendix H4. 
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TABLE D-11 
Section 4(f) and 6(f) Consultation Summary 

Date Form Participants General Topic(s) 

August 24, 2006 Letter FTA/Sound Transit to Tulalip, 
Duwamish, Muckleshoot, Yakama, 
Snoqualmie, and Suquamish Tribes; 
SHPO; ACHP 

Opening consultation with tribes 

November 8, 2006 Meeting at DAHP DAHP, Sound Transit, FTA, WSDOT, 
HRA 

Draft EIS cultural resource methods 

November 13, 2006 Meeting at 
Snoqualmie Tribe 

Snoqualmie Tribe, Sound Transit, 
FTA, WSDOT 

Cultural resources and ecosystem resources 
studies, tribe’s concerns 

December 12, 2006 DAHP field trip DAHP, Sound Transit, FTA, WSDOT Archaeological sensitivity and potential studies 
along project alternatives 

December 13, 2006 Meeting at 
Muckleshoot Tribe 

Muckleshoot Tribe, Sound Transit, 
WSDOT, HRA 

Cultural resources studies and tribe’s concerns 

December 20, 2006 Submittal of 
cultural resources 
methods statement 
to DAHP for review 

Sound Transit and DAHP Cultural resources methods statement sent to 
DAHP for review 

January 2, 2007 Letter From Matthew Sterner, DAHP, to 
James Irish, Sound Transit 

Review comments on proposed cultural resources 
methods statement 

January 25, 2007 Meeting City of Bellevue Parks and Recreation 
and Transportation Department staff, 
Sound Transit  

Review of project elements and potential impacts 
on park and recreational facilities  

January 18, 2007 DAHP field trip DAHP, Sound Transit, FTA, WSDOT  Historic resources along project alternatives 

February 16, 2007 Meeting King County Parks and Recreation 
Department, Sound Transit 

Review of project elements and potential impacts 
on park and recreational facilities 

March 1, 2007 Meeting Mercer Island Parks and Recreation 
Department staff, Sound Transit 

Review of project elements and potential impacts 
on park and recreational facilities 

March 19, 2007 Meeting City of Seattle Parks and Recreation 
staff, Sound Transit 

Review of project elements and potential impacts 
on park and recreational facilities 

April 17, 2007 Meeting at DAHP DAHP, Sound Transit, FTA  Discussion of potential historic resources, project 
impacts, and treatment 

June 28, 2007 Meeting City of Bellevue Parks and Recreation 
Department staff, Sound Transit 

Discussion of potential impacts on park and 
recreation facilities and possible mitigation 
associated with impacts 

July 3, 2007 Letter FTA to DAHP Request for concurrence on area of potential 
effects (APE) for historic properties and 
archaeological APE 

July 5, 2007 Meeting City of Redmond Parks and 
Recreation Department staff, Sound 
Transit 

Discussion of potential impacts on park and 
recreation facilities and possible mitigation 
associated with impacts 

July 13, 2007 Letter DAHP to FTA Concurring in APE for historic properties 

July 18, 2007 Letter FTA to DAHP Requesting concurrence in determinations of 
NRHP eligibility for historical resources 

July 24, 2007 Meeting King County Parks and Recreation 
Department staff, Sound Transit 

Discussion of potential impacts on park and 
recreation facilities and possible mitigation 
associated with impacts 

November 16, 2007 Letter DAHP to FTA Determination of historic properties in East Link 
APE eligible for NRHP 

January 9, 2008 Letter FTA to DAHP Requesting concurrence on additional NRHP 
eligibility determinations 
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TABLE D-11 CONTINUED 
Section 4(f) and 6(f) Consultation Summary 

January 22, 2008 Letter City of Mercer Island to Sound Transit Concurrence received on determination of historic 
properties 

February 20, 2008 Letter DAHP to FTA Concurrence on additional historic properties within 
the APE 

May 27, 2008 Letter City of Seattle Determination that historic properties were eligible 
for City ordinance within the APE 

April 17, 2008 Meeting City of Bellevue Review draft 4(f) preliminary findings of potential 
impacts on park and recreation facilities and 
possible mitigation 

May 15, 2008 Meeting City of Mercer Island, Review draft 4(f) preliminary findings of potential 
impacts on park and recreation facilities and 
possible mitigation 

May 16, 2008 Meeting City of Redmond and King County Review draft 4(f) preliminary findings of potential 
impacts on park and recreation facilities and 
possible mitigation 

June 24, 2008 Meeting King County, Follow-up review draft 4(f) preliminary findings of 
potential impacts on park and recreation facilities 
and possible mitigation 

July 10, 2008 Meeting City of Bellevue, Follow-up review draft 4(f) preliminary findings of 
potential impacts on park and recreation facilities 
and possible mitigation 

June 13, 2008 Letter  City of Seattle, Preliminary review of proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

June 13, 2008 Letter  City of Mercer Island Preliminary review of proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

September 23, 2008 Letter  City of Redmond, Preliminary review of proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

September 19, 2008 Letter  King County Preliminary review of proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

October 9, 2008 Meeting City of Bellevue Review of permanent impacts to Surrey Downs 
Park and proposed park Master Plan 

October 21, 2008 Letter  City of Bellevue Preliminary review of proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources. 

June 1, 2009 Meeting with DAHP DAHP, FTA, Sound Transit Preliminary discussion of effect of moving or 
relocating Winters House and Justice William White 
House. Discussion of eligibility of other resources 
within corridor 

July 16, 2009 Meeting DAHP, FTA, City of Bellevue Parks 
and Recreation Department and 
Transportation Department staff, 
Sound Transit 

Discussion of effects to Winters House with 
potential revised alternatives. Review of 
construction impacts to contributing structures in 
NRHP-eligible Surrey Downs district. Tour of side-
running alignment in Central Link 

October 8, 2009 Meeting City of Bellevue City Manager, Parks 
and Recreation Department staff, and 
Transportation Department staff; 
Eastside Heritage Center; Sound 
Transit 

Alternative B3S and associated impacts to the 
Winters House 

October 27, 2009 Meeting City of Bellevue Parks and Recreation 
and Transportation Department staff 

Discussion of potential impacts on park and 
recreation facilities, de minimis, and possible 
mitigation associated with impacts 
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TABLE D-11 CONTINUED 
Section 4(f) and 6(f) Consultation Summary 

March 11, 2010 Meeting City of Bellevue Parks and Recreation 
Department staff, Eastside Heritage 
Center, and Sound Transit 

Impacts to Winters House 

April 12, 2010 Meeting NPS, Washington RCO, FTA, City of 
Bellevue, and Sound Transit 

Conversion of Section 6(f) and RCO funded 
properties in Mercer Slough Nature Park, potential 
impacts, and environmental process for a 
conversion request 

June 8, 2010 Letter FTA to DAHP Requesting concurrence in determinations of 
NRHP-eligibility for historical resources 

July 22, 2010 Meeting City of Bellevue Parks and Recreation 
Department staff, Eastside Heritage 
Center, and Sound Transit 

Impacts to Winters House 

September 2, 2010 Meeting DAHP, FTA, Sound Transit, and City 
of Bellevue 

Discussing potential determinations of no adverse 
effect for preferred alternative 

January 11, 2011 Meeting City of Bellevue Parks and Recreation, 
Transportation, and Legal staff 

City of Bellevue staff kick-off meeting 

January 18, 2011 Meeting City of Bellevue staff Review mitigation measures, focusing on Surrey 
Downs and NE 2nd Pocket Parks 

January 27, 2011 Meeting City of Bellevue staff Review mitigation measures, focusing on Mercer 
Slough Nature Park 

February 10, 2011 Meeting King County Parks staff Review mitigation measures, focusing on 
Marymoor Park 

February 17, 2011 Meeting City of Redmond staff Review mitigation measures, focusing on 
recreational resources in Redmond 

April 11, 2011 Meeting King County staff Review mitigation measures, focusing on 
Marymoor Park 

April 1, 2011 Letter King County comment letter  Preliminary review on proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

February 14, 2011 Letter City of Seattle Concurrency letter on proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

February 17, 2011 Letter City of Mercer Island Concurrency letter on proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

March 9, 2011 Letter City of Redmond Concurrency letter on proposed mitigation and 
de minimis on 4(f) resources 

May 16, 2011 Letter City of Redmond Update to the concurrency letter on proposed 
mitigation and de minimis on 4(f) resources 

May 23, 2011 Letter City of Bellevue to FTA Providing comments on potential historic impacts 
as a consulting party under Section 106 

June 9, 2011 Letter WSDOT to FTA Concurring with determinations of Adverse Effect 
on Section 106 resources 

April 21, 2011 Letter FTA to DAHP Requesting concurrence determinations of National 
Register eligibility for historic properties and 
determinations of effect 

June 15, 2011 Letter DAHP to FTA Providing concurrence determinations of National 
Register eligibility for historic properties and 
determinations of effect 
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Photo 3 At ground level at water trail Photo 4 Sitting on dock to simulate viewPhoto 3. At ground level at water trail. Photo 4. Sitting on dock to simulate view 
from canoe trail.

East Link Project Final EIS



Photo 5 Sitting on dock to simulate view Photo 6. Sitting on dock to simulate viewPhoto 5. Sitting on dock to simulate view 
from canoe trail. 

Photo 6. Sitting on dock to simulate view 
from canoe trail.
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Photo 7 Photo 8
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Photo 9 Photo 10 Standing on benchPhoto 9 Photo 10. Standing on bench.
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Photo 11 Sitting at water level Photo 12. Canoe trail near intersection ofPhoto 11. Sitting  at water level. Photo 12. Canoe trail near intersection of 
Bellevue Way SE and 112th Avenue SE.
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